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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem.-- The problem involved in this
study was to determine the relationship of achievement in
language arts to the intelligence of a selected group of pupils
from the high school department of the Mitchell County Train
ing School, Pelham, Georgia, as revealed by the results of
standardized tests.
Purposes of the Study.-- The purposes of this study were
to answer the following questions:
1. What is the status of achievement of the group as
indicated by the scores derived from the Progressive
1
Achievement Test?
2. that is the intelligence of the group as measured by
2
the scores of the California Test of Mental Maturity?
3. What is the relationship of intelligence to the
achievement of the group as indicated b7 the scores
from both the achievement and the intelligence tests?
L. What are the sex differences, if any, in intelligence
and achievement?
Definition of Terms.—- There are three terms in this study
1
Earnest w. Tiegs and Willis W. Clark, Proressive Achieve
ment Test, Intermediate Battery (Los Angeles, 19L3).
2
Elizabeth T. Sullivan, illis W. Clark and Earnest .
Tiegs, California Test of Mental Maturity, Intermediate
Battery, S-Form (Los Angeles, l95O).
1
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which require explanation. flAchievemontit refers to whatever
is revealed by the results of the scores from the achievement
test. “Intefligence11 refers to whatever is revealed by the
results of the scores from the intelligence test. ttSelected,t’
in this study, refers to those pupils whose average daily
attendance is from eighty-five to ninety per cent.
Locale of the Study.—- Mitchell County Training School,
from which the subjects for this study were selected, is a
11small ton11 high school, located in the southern part of the
state on the highway leading south from Albany, &eorgia.
Twenty efficient teachers compose the faculty; they all hold
B.S. degrees, and nine are studying toward Master degrees.
Subjects Involved.-- Forty-eight pupils were used in makirg
this study, thirteen girls and ten boys. They were selected
from the high school department of the school on the basis of
their high average daily attendance. Their ages ranged from
thirteen years to seventeen years and eleven months for the
girls and from fourteen years and seven months to seventeen
years and ten months for the boys.
Methodology.-- The Normative-Survey Method of research was
used in making this study employing special techniques of tes
ing and statistics.
Method of Procedure.-- At 9:30 otciock on the morning of
December 17, 1951 the entire enrollment of the high school
department assembled in the library of the school. Test book
lets of the California Test of Mental Maturity were
3
distributed to each of the pupils; the blank spaces on the
face of the test were filled as directed. The writer used
about seven minutes in giving the direction from the manual
which was provided with each set of tests. At 10:30 o’clock
the booklets were collected. About one hour and ten minutes
were used in administering the test. The booklets were
collected at 10:50 o’clock. They were scored by comparing the
answers with the answers on the key which was provided with
each set of tests.
At 11:30 o’clock, on the morning of January 16, 1952, the
same group of pupils assembled in the auditorium of the school
where more space was provided. The booklets for the Progressive
Achievement Test were distributed; the blank spaces on the
face of the test were filled; and the direction was given in
the same manner as for the previous test. The test began at
11:30. After the second section of the test was completed,
a recess was given. A period of two hours and forty-five
minutes was used to adainister the test. The test booklets
were collected and scored in the same manner as for the pre
viously named test. The entire test was administered, but the
writer used only the language section of the test in making
this study.
The data from these tests were analyzed, interpreted, and
presented in statistical form as found and explained in the
tables in the second chapter of this study.
A copy of each test along with a manual and a scoring key
L.
for each test are included in the Appendix.
Value of the Study.-- A stuäy of this kind will provide
teachers with information concerning the relationship of
intelligence to achievement. Such information will serve as a
basis for reorganizing the school program to meet the needs of
the pupils in achievement as it relates to their intelligence.
It will further bring to light the need for a testing program
in the school which will make use of standardized tests.
Survey of Related Literature.-- A survey of related liter
ature reveals differences of opinions as to the relationship
which exist between intelligence and achievement.
There are psychologists who believe that “defects in cer
tain fields are compensated by unusual excellence in other
1
fields.” On the other hand, there are those who maintain that
there is a high degree of independence between various mental
functions even when they are nearly identical. e cannot assume
the fact that if a pupil scores low on one general intelli
gence test he is like1r to score low in achievement. Various
studies reveal that factors other than intelligence enter into
a pupil’s achievement in school or in certain subjects.
2
St. John made a study at Harvard University involving 503
boys and L155 girls in the public schools of a residential
Augustus F. Bronner, The Psychology of Special Abilities
and isabilities (boston, 1923), p. 12.
2
Charles W. St. John, ducational Achievement in Relation
to Intelligence (Cambridge, 1930), p. 70.
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suburb of Boston arid the following sex differences were found
existing:
There are no significant differences in average
I.., but the boys are slightly more variable than the
girls in I.. The correlation of I..’s with all
criteria of achievement are consistently higher for the
girls than for the boys. The differences between the
yt5tI intelligence quotients with tests and I..’s with
marks are about twice as great for boys as for girls.
School achievement, as shown by all criteria (marks,
achievement, test scores, and progress through the grades)
in general, and in all special groups studied, is lower
for boys than for girls, the difference being in the case
of teachers’ marks and especially in conduct and effort.
From these facts it is inferred that all marks of
boys are more affected by those characteristics of person
ality and behavior which are generally represented in
marks, in effort and in conduct and probably by other
similar characteristics. It is further inferred that the
boys are much more seriously maladjusted in school than
girls.
1
Witty and Kopel reported a study made at the Psycho-Educa
tion Clinic in the School of Education of Northwestern Univer
sity in Illinois in February, 1932 which involved twenty-one
students from the ninth grade of the Evanston Township high
School as a type of remedial-reading endeavor. The following
tests and records were assembled for each child:
1. Measures of physical growth and records of health
2. Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Tests
3. Porteous Maze Tests
4.. New Stanford Achievement Test, Form V
5. Gray Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs
6. Gates Silent Reading Tests (four-type)
1
Paul Witty and David iopel, Reading and the Educative
Process (New York, 1929), pp. 128—30.
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7. Pinter-Patterson Performance Scales (for special cases)
In addition, formal rate tests on material similar to that
used in the teaching units were given on entrance and from time
to time throughout the term. These special tests were made
from materials similar in vocabulary difficulty and in reading
demand to the material which the class was reading. bach test
was followed by questions on comprehension, since it was thought
that comprehension and speed should be checked jointly. Final
tests in reading were administered in May.
In this study, analyses were made first of the results of
the mental testing. Only two of the twenty-one children had
I.Q.’s above 100, and only five above 9, Nevertheless, about
half of them possessed I..’s of 90 or above. The median I..
of the group was 89. Chronological ages ranged from fourteen
years and six months te sixteen years and four months. Thus,
the children were one month over age for their grade placement.
In nine cases the Stanford-Binet results showed vocabulary
scores markedly low in proportion to mental age. The Porteus
tests yielded an average mental age one year higher than the
Stanford-Binet. Nine of the children spoke, or had spoken at
some time in their lives, a foreign language. Three others
used dialect.
then it was pointed out that this class constituted almost
10 per cent of a total in-coming class, and that it was chosen
in one of the superior high schools, the picture was signifi
cant, because it suggests that all teachers whose subject areas
7
demand a fair proficiency in reading ability face similar difficulties.
Reports on Gray’s Oral Reading Tests often revealed a weak vocabulary;
and substitutions, omissions, and mispronunciations were observed fre
quently in oral reading. These people did not become disturbed by the
fact that they skipped many words and these words conveyed no meaning to
them whatever. The results of the Gates test disclosed consistently
lower scores on the ability to “note
1
Gray reported a study made by Haggerty and Thomas at the close of the
spring semester in 1917. They gave the Haggerty reading test for college
students to all the Freshmen in the academic college of the University of
Minnesota. The results of the test were correlated with class marks in
rhetoric (.392) and with the year’s averages in all subjects (.256).
Correlations were also determined between rhetoric marks and the year’s
averages in all subjects. The correlations show that:
Efficiency in the reading test was not a measure of the
atteinment of students in all college work to the same degree
that it indicated success in rhetoric. Furthermore, the
rhetoric marks were more indicative of success in other school
subjects than were the scores in reading.H
The authors point out the fact that these tests were open to the cri
ticism that they contained questions too easy to differentiate the students
and that the time element was not controlled. Nevertheless, the results
show that habits of intelligent reading are important factors in college
work and that they seem to be of greater value in some subjects than in
others.
The following conclusions were made: (1) There is a fair degree of
W. S. Gray, Summary o Investitipns Reipting to Read1n (Chicago,
1925), pp. 20—21.
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positive relationship between reading achievement and class marks in all
subjects. (2) This relationship varies with reading tests used and with
the school investigated. (3) The results of reading tests do not correlate
as highly with class marks as do the composite scores of reading and intelli
gence tests or the marks in rhetoric in the University of Minnesota. These
findings indicate clearly that abilities other than those involved in
intelligent reading are essential to success in class work.
With reference to this study, Haggerty and Thomas found a correlation
(.392) between the results of the Haggerty reading test and class marks in
rhetoric in the freshman year at the University of Minnesota. This corre
lation was much higher than the correlation between reading achievement
as the average of all class marks (.256).
1
Sangren reported a study in which pupils in ninth grade English were
classified in the autumn of 1922 into three groups on the “basis of their
scores on the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability.” All the pupils were
tested both in the autumn and in the following spring with the Van
Wagenen Reading Scale in English Literature. The results showed that in
the autumn the median achievement of the group varied with the median
intelligence scores. During the year the slow group made remarkable pro
gress. Nb explanation of this fact is given in this report. If the
difference in the autumn and spring scores of Group C represents genuine
progress in achievement, we have clear evidence that there are factors
other then intelligence, such as kind of instruction, motive for study, and
1
Paul V. Sangren, “Intelligence Tests and the Classification of Stu
dents in Ninth Grade English,” Educational kdministraUon nd $upervision,
LIX (December, 1923), 547—53.
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attitude of pupils, which affect progress in reading.
This study shows progress in reading depends, to a considerable extent,
on the level of intelligence of the learner. It is clear that this factor
must be taken under consideration in providing adequately for individual
differences. The fact that pupils at the same intelligence level do not
advance equally rapidly,shows that factors other than intelligence deter
mine progress in reading. It follows, therefore, that if pupils are
classified on the basis of their intelligence, careful studies must be
made of important characteristics and needs of the pupils of each group
and adequate provisions made for them.
1
Data secured by Traxier in 1945 indicated that about four out of five
high schools provided to a greater or less extent for the improvement of
reading achievement of their students in some or all classes. The survey
indicated that each of the schools questioned recognized the great
importance of providing for reading needs of all students. However, only
one school in four had actually developed a definite, school—wide reading
program. furthermore, only one school in ten was carrying forward such
a program with the full cooperation of the staff. More than half the
schools were depending largely on the English department for the most of
the developmental training needed or were relying on the initiative of
individuals in different departments.
2
Gray reported a study made by Smith where he determined the correla
tion between class marks of pupils in several subjects and the results of
1
National Society for the Study of Education, Committee on Reading.
Forty—seventh Yearbook, Part II (Chicago, 1948), p. 40.
2
W. S. Gray, p. 7.
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four reading tests. The findings indicated that in general, the relation
between reading achievement and the average of all class marks is greater
than the relation between reading achievement and either English or alge
bra marks and that the degree of relationship varies with the subject and
with the type of tests used. The narrative test has much greater value
in predicting success in English thai; in predicting success in algebra.
The reverse is true in the case of the problem—solving test.
In this study, one of the most impressive facts revealed by objective
studies of reading relates to wide differences in achievement and rate of
progress. Evidence of these differences has been secured in so many
investigations that their existence is clearly recognized and accepted.
Four significant facts about these differences are:
1. Children of a given grade vary widely in achievement.
2. There is great overlapping in achievement from grade to grade.
3. A given pupil is much more advanced in some phases of reading
than in others.
4. Pupils progress in reading at different rates.
Smith states that further studies in the field are needed to find the
cause of these differences.
1
Terman made a summary of the college marks obtained in various investi
gations using different intelligence tests, and found that the average
2
range of “r’s,” for the several tests, was from/.3l to,l.52. Glenn found
1
L. M. Terman, “Intelligence Tests in College and Universities,” School
and Society, XIII (April, 1921), 481—93.
2
Irene Glenn, “A Report on the Correlation of Psychological Tests with
Academic and Manual Subjects,” Journal of Educational Psycholov, XIII
(October, 1922), 496..500.
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that in the sixth to eighth grades achievement in academic subjects showed
a marked tendency toward a negative correlation with “motor tests” and
correlates more highly with achievement tests of general intelligence, and
that achievement in manual subjects tend to correlate positively with
1
motor tests and negatively with academic tests. Jordan, using Otis,
Army Alpha, Miller and Terman group tests of intelligence with a small
group of high school students, found that certain elements of each of these
correlated more highly than did the entire tests with achievement in cer
tain subjects of study.
2
Gates, studying the reading and spelling of 310 children of the first
six grades, summarized his results as follows: “Of the several abilities
studied, that term ‘word perceptions is most closely associated with achieve
ment in reading and spelling; intelligence yields the next highest correla
tion,” and other perceptual tests “show but slight association.”
3
The study made by Pressey, which involved 116 seventh grade students,
concluded that school attitude is the environmental, unpredictable factor
in the total situation, that is, while a child’s ability is hereditary and
fixed, his attitudes appear to be largely the result of outside influences,
particularly, the home.
The intellectual level that a student possesses determines,
1
A. M. Jordan, “Correlations of Intelligence Tests with Grades,”
Journal of Educational Psychology (October, 1922), 419—29.
2
A. I. Gates, “A Study of the Role of Visual Perception, Intelligence,
and Certain Associative Processes in Reading and Spelling,” Journal of
Educational Psyho1ogy, XVII (October, 1926), 433—45.
3
S. L. Pressey, “An Attempt to Measure the Comparative Importance of
General Intelligence and Certain Character Traits in Contributing to
Success in School,” Elementary School Journal, XXI (November, 1920), 220—29.
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to a large extent, his success in school. Hence, the evalua
tion of a child’s general intelligence is one of the most
important, if not the most important, task of the teacher in
relation to such problems as grade placement, methods of instruc
tion, and scholastic achievement. Intelligence — the ability to
learn, to adjust to one’s environment, the capacity to profit by
experience or deal with novel situations — is a basic instrument
of control. A serious defect of general intelligence will gravely
affect the functional efficiency of the child.
Intellectual deficiency is complex. It is not the absence of a unit
trait or characteristic; rather it is characterized by a congeries of
defects and deviations. In most cases of intellectual deficiency there will
be a history of retarded development from infancy. This retarded develop
ment expresses itself in lateness of cutting teeth, in sitting up, in
attempting to stand, to walk, and to talk.
The mentally deficient child presents a striking defect of intelligence,
sagaeity, judgement, and common sense aside from illiteracy and ignorance.
It is difficult to determine to a nicety the precise amount of intelligence
a child may possess and still prove to be mentally deficient. A mentally
deficient child has a defective sensory capacity that makes it difficult
for him to discriminate between sensory impressions of the same order, but
of slightly different intensity.
A child may fail to learn to read or to spell or to achieve satis
factorily in music and yet be of adequate intelligence. In some children
there is a close association between ability in some given direction and
general intelligence. However, in other children there is striking dis
parity between ability in one subject and that in another or between
achievement in some subjects and general intelligence. Such discrepan
cies may appear between rather closely related abilities, such as reading
and intelligence. We find, for instance, such combinations as a child who
13
cannot read although he can comprehend material read to him and another
child who presents just the reverse condition.
A child who does not achieve so well as would be expected in a certain
direction may be regarded as having a special defect or disability. Such
a defect, if persistent, usually prevents the child from making progress
at school and may ultimately interfere with his adjustments and successes
outside the school.
A teacher should suspect the presence of a special disability in a child
who persistently is deficient in a given direction when he is average or
superior in other directions and in general intelligence. Generally
coupled with the child’s deficiency in a given subject is a lack of interest
in that subject. The teacher should be careful to determine which is cause
and which is effect. The clearest expression of a special disability is
consistently low scores on a series of tests in a given subject conjoined
with average or superior scores on tests in other subjects. Such scores
can be arranged to give an ‘educational profile.’
The process of reading requires not only sensory discriminations but
also motor adjustments. Children who have disturbances in motor control
often have trouble in learning to read. Poor readers,as a group,are not
greatly inferior to the general population in intelligence. Poor readers
referred to clinics for behavior and other clinical problems have an
average Stanford—Binet intelligence quotient of 90.4, while poor readers
referred only for reading disability have an average quotient of 100.0.
The intelligence quotient of poor readers depend also upon the type of
intelligence tests used. Poor readers ordinarily score higher on per—
forxnance type tests than on verbal tests.
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Undoubtedly children of inferior intelligence who start
to learn to read before they are mentally mature enough exper
ience failure and develop undesirable attitudes toward reading.
Teaching reading to children of dull intelligence requires simpli
fied, repetitive material suitable for children’s mental ages.
Backward children, of sufficient mental age, when they are given
suitable materials, learn to read and to understand what they are
reading, so long as the content falls within their comprehension.’
2
The Thirty—fourth Yearbook reported a study made by N. H. Willing
where he compared the results of sixteen formal tests with those of eight
compositions from each pupil in grades eight and nine of the Lincoln School
of Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City. Errors in both
types of material were tabulated by means of his error guide, including
spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, sentence structure, and
word usage. Sufficient findings are: (1) comprehensive tests in proof
reading and in recognition of errors are reasonably good instruments for
predicting the average number of formal errors that pupils will make
in 1,200 words of composition; (2) there is little choice between the
different types of tests for this kind of prediction; (3) unweighted com
posite tests in punctuation, sentence structure, and grammar and word usage
show higher validity than do any of the single tests representing the same
catagories of errors; (4) tests seem to be doubtful value in forecasting
the specific kinds of errors individual pupils will make in composition
writing.
3
A second experiment by Willing revealed the relative value of an
1
National Society for the Study of Education, cationpl DiaRnosis.






original composition, a reproduction of a story, and a proof—reading test
involving correction of a faulty composition containing 180 errors of 85
different kinds. The test in the correction of errors proved to be a Umore
comprehensive instrument for revealing weaknesses in proof—reading than in
a simple original composition or reproduction for revealing weaknesses in
the formal elements of composition.” The compositions revealed twelve
types of error per pupil; the proof—reading exercise, an average of fifty—
nine. On the other hand, Willing’s previous study suggests that the speci
fic types of errors revealed by a proof—reading test may not be those
inherent in the actual writing of the pupils.
Other studies by Willing make it obvious that a comprehensive diagnosis
of difficulties in English demands both a testing program and the analysis
of errors in pupil speech and writing.
Studies of pupil difficulties in spelling agree that poor handwriting,
lapses due to carelessness, faulty punctuation, and failure to associate
the sound of letters and syllables with the spelling of the words are major
causes of errors in spelling. Lack of motivation and poor habits of work
are likewise important contributors to failure. Specific factors that have
been determined by research are these: (1) the greatest sources of error
comes right in the middle of the word; (2) the most difficult letters are
a,e,i, and u; (3) a relatively large percentage of errors is phonetic;
f4) omissions include commonly the second of a double letter, final letters,
silent letters, key consonants, and central syllables; and (5) one vowel




Callihan conducted a study involving 285 seventh grade pupils who were
being promoted to eighth grade in Galesburg, Illinois to determine the
effectiveness of intelligence tests as a basis for grouping and promotion.
All pupils were given the Bucldnham Intelligence and Silent Reading Test.
The scores were tabulated and the pupils from all the seventh grades were
classified on the basis of these results and placed in homogeneous groups.
As a result of this study he concluded that:
Intelligence tests are valuable aid to administrators,
teachers, and pupils, inasmuch as they assist greatly, not only
in diagnosing individual cases, but also in reliable grouping
of pupils on ability. As a result of these tests a course of
study may be worked out which will more adequately meet the
requirements of different groups of individuals.
2
Stagner made a study of 770 college men and women at Gustaphus Adul
phus College and the University of ‘Jisconsin for the purpose of determining
the relation of personality to academic aptitude and academic achievement.
He reports that tests scores from objective measures of personality have
a linear relationship to academic aptitude or academic achievement; that
scores reveal evidence that unstable, maladjusted students do less well
in proportion to their intelligence than do those who are well adjusted;
that the correlation of capacity and achievement is closer in the stable
groups than it is in the unstable groups; and that extreme personality
trends appear to counter—balance advantages in aptitude so as to produce
equal achievement in opposed groups. He concluded that personality has an
1
T. W. Callihan, “An Experiment in the Use of Intelligence Test as a
Basis for Proper Grouping in the Eighth Grade,” E1ernentarv School Journal,
XXI (February, 1921), 465—69.
2
Ross Stagner, “The Relation of Personality to Academic Achievement,”
Journal of_Educational Reseprch, mi (Nay, 1933), 648—55.
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indirect influence upon achievement in that it affects the de
gree to which individuals make use of their potentialities.
The problem of explaining intelligence-quotient difference
is indeed ãiffIcult. Many complex factors working in the life
of every child make his development a product of component forces.
1
The easiest explanation is that given by Terman and others,
viz., that the I.c,. reflects inherited mental ability. Terman
would have us believe that even a very meager environment is
sufficient, and that a fuller and richer environment is a rela
tively unimportant factor in the development of the intelligenóe
of any child.
2
Pressey says that the trained and mate ability become so
completely intermingled that it is impossible to tell what is
inherited and what is acquired. Cases of children who cannot
seem to learn reading are often completely curable because the
disability if found to be due to inadequate eyesight, some
frightening experience, fear of standing before the class, and
the like, however, if such situations continue long enough a
blocking is set up that functions like a true disability.
In summary, it may be said that the results of studies which
have been presented in this section indicate that studies con
cerning the relationship of intelligence to achievement have been
numerous and findings are pointed in different directions.
Charles W. St. John, . cit., p. Li..
2
S. L. Pressey, Psychology and the New Education (Ne.; York,
1933).
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Various studies reveal that factors other than intelligence
enter into a pupil’s achievement in certain subjects. Such
factors may be:
1. Inadequate and insufficient instructional materials
2. Ineffective teacher guidance
3. Faulty instructional practices and procedures
L1.. Undesirable personal and social relationships between
teacher and pupils
5. Failure to correct factors contributing to learning
difficulties
There are many problems in the field of ‘ifficu1ties in
language arts” awaiting research. The studies cited by the
writer touch either directly or indirectly on some phase of the
present study.
Gates founu that “word perception” is most closely associated
with achievement in reading and spelling, and ine1ligence yields
the next highest I?•
Jordan’s findings indicated that certain elements of each
test correlated more highly than did the entire test with achieve
ment in certain subjects.
Smith found that the relation between reading achievement
and the average of all class marks is greater than the relation
between reading achievement and either English or algebra marks
and that the degree of relationship varies with the type of test
used.
Haggerty and Thomas found that abilities other than those
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involved in intelligent reading are essential to success in
class work.
Stagner, in his study, concluded that personality has an
indirect influence upon achievement in that it affects the de
gree to which individuals make use of their potentialities.
St. John found that the correlations between intelligence
quotients and achievement were higher for girls than for boys.
In marks of conduct and effort, girls achieve at a greater de
gree of superiority than any other measure used.
Callihan’s study revealed that intelligence tests are valu
able aids in diagnosing indivictual cases as well as for reli
able grouping of pupils on ability.
Glenn founu that in the sixth to eighth grades achievement
shows a marked tendency toward a negative correlation with
“motor and correlates more highly with achievement tests
than with tests of general intelligence, and that achievement
in manual subjects tend to correlate positively with motor tests
and negatively with academic tests.
Terman found the average range of for the several tests
he gave, to be from a,l.3l to a..,/.52.
$anren found that the median achievement varied with the
median intelligence according to the season of the year, which
implied that factors other than intelligence account for achieve
ment in subjects.
Pressey’s study concluded that school attitude is the environ
mental, unpredictable factor in the total situation. That is,
20
while a child’s abi1it is hereditary and fixed, his attitudes
appear to be largely the result of outside influences, parti
cularly, the home.
CHAPTER II
PRSEaiTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Treatment of Data.-- The data for the purpose of this re
search as obtained through the administration of the two tests
are presented, analyzed, and interpreted in this chapter. The
presentation of the data to be discussed is organized in the
following manner:
1. There are four Tables: one which gives the grade-place
ments; one which gives the chronological ages; one which
gives the age-grade status; and one which gives the
intelligence quotients of the thrity-eight girls and
ten boys used in this study.
2. There are ten Tables presenting frequency distri
butions and per cents of each of the three major com
ponents of the intelligence Test and each of the
variables on the language section of the Progressive
Achievement Test used in this study. These Tables
give the primary statistics in regards to measures of
central tendency and variability obtained.
3. There are ten Tables presenting the comparative sta
tistics of the thirty-eight girls and ten boys compri
sing the total group of forty-eight pupils used in this
study, together with the Fisher’s “t” ratios derived
from each comparison.
Li... There are three Tables presenting the correlations found
between the three major variables of the Intelligence
21
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Test and each of the variables on the language section
of the Progressive Achievement Test.
The performance of the two groups - boys and girls - on the
California Test of Mental Maturity, Intermediate, 1950 S-Form,
and the language section of the Progressive Achievement Test,
Intermediate Battery, Form A, is presented, in turn, in the dis
cussions to follow.
Grade Placements.-- Table 1 presents the distribution of
grades, according to the school record, of the thirty-eight girls
and ten boys used in this study. Thirteen pupils were taken from
the eighth grade; nine pupils were taken from the ninth grade;
twelve were taken from the eleventh, and fourteen were taken from
the twelfth grado.
Chronological Ages.—- Table 2, page 2L, presents the chrono
logical ages of thirty-eight girls and ten boys used in this
study. The ages range from thirteen years to seventeen years
and eleven months. The total ages was 757 years, the mean
was 1S.8, and the median was 15.9.
Age-Grade Status,-- Table 3, page 25, presents the age-grade
status of the thirty-eight girls and ten boys used in this study,
and it reveals the following: the thirteen pupils of the eighth
grade ranged in ages from 156 months to 192 months, with a mean
age of 167 months; the nine pupils of the ninth grade ranged in
ages from 161 months to 193 months, with a mean age of 188.67
months; the twelve pupils of the eleventh grade ranged in ages
from 172 months to 201 months, with a mean age of 191.58 months;
23
and the fourteen pupils of the twelfth grade ranged in ages from 187 months
to 215 months, with a mean age of 200.99 months.
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE GRADE—PLACENTS OF THE THIRPY—EIGHT GIRlS .AED
T BOYS IN THE MITCH1L COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL IN 1951_52*
Pupil’s Grade Levels According to School Record
Code
-- Girls Boys
8th 9th 11th 12th 8th 9th 11th 12th
1 x 1 x
2 X 2 x
3 x 3 x
4 x 4 x
5 x 5 x
6 x 6 x
7 x 7 x
8 x 8 x
9 x 9 x





























Total 10 7 2 13 3 - 2 4
*
No tenth grade data because of “transition” procedure for 1951—53.
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TABLE 2
CHRONOlOGICAL AGES OF THE THI1TY-EIGHT GIRLS AND T BOYS OF THE
MITCHELL COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL, PELHAN, GEOROli
Pupil’s Chronological Ages to Nearest Birthday
Code
Girls Boys
13 li 15 16 17 18 13 li 15 16 17 18
1 x 1 x
2 x 2 x
3 x 3 x
4 x 4 x
5 x 5 x
6 x 6 x
7 x 7 x
8 x 8 x
9 x 9 x





























Total 2 3 8 15 - 7 3 3 2 2 2 1





DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHROHOLO(J-ICAL AGES AiL Tiiiii TOTALS b.’
GAJ)ES OF THE THIRTY-EI&hT &IRL ND TEN bOYS OF THE







Months Eighth Ninth Eleventh Twelfth Totals
156-159 2 2
162-169 5 1 6
172-179 2 1 3 6
182-188 2 3 2 1 8
191-198 2 5 6 17
202-215 2 7 9
Totals 13 9 12 1L.
Mean 167 186.67 191.58 200.99
Intelligence Quotients of Subjects.—— Table L. presents the
intelligence quotients, as derived from the raw scores on the
California Test of Mental Maturity as presented in Table , of
the thirty-eight girls and ten boys used in this study. The
quotients range from 58 to 103. The mean score for the girls
was 75.16; the median score was 73.67; the standard deviation
was 9.L5, and the standard error of the mean was 1.53. For the
boys, the mean score was 73.50; the median score was 72.00; the
standard deviation was 8.10, and the standard error of the
mean was 2.56.
However, Table 5, page 27, which presents the raw scores
basic to this discussion of Intelligence C,uotients, reveals the
data which will be used for comparative purposes to follow.
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TABLE L.
DISTRIbUTION OF SCORS SHOWING Ti RANGE OF INTELLIGENCE
UOTThNTS OF TiE THIRTY-EIGHT GIRLS AND TEN BOYS OF




Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Iumber Per Cent
lO0—lOL. 1 2.63 1 10.00 2 L.16
95- 99 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00
90- 9L1. 2 5.26 1 10.00 3 6.2L.
85- 89 2 5.26 1 10.00 3 6.2L1.
80— 8L 7 18.141 14o.oo 11 22.88
75- 79 5 13.15 2 20.00 7 1L.56
70- 7L 12 31.56 1 10.00 13 27.0L..
65- 69 L1. 10.52 14. 8.32
60- 614. 10.52 L1. 8.32
55— 59 1 2.63 1 2.08
38 100.00 10 100.00 Li.8 100.00
lviean 75.16 73.50 76.90
Median 73.67 72.00 75.93
Sigma 9.L5 8.10 9.70
Standard
Error of
Mean 1.53 2.56 1.LO
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Total
Mental Factors).-— Table 5 presents a comparison of the distri
bution of scores of the two g roups obtained on the 11Total Mental
Factor&’ component of the California Test of Mental Maturity,
Immediate, 1950 S-Form used to measure intelligence. This test
provided both language and non-language test situations in the
major factors involved in intelligence or mental capacity.1
‘Willis W. Clark, Elizabeth F. Sullivan, and Earnest W.
Tiegs, Manual of Directions (Los Angeles, 1950).
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TAbLE’ 5
DISTRIBUTIOi OF TEE RAW SCORES OBTAINED BY THIRTY-EIGHT GIRLS
AND TN BOYS OF MITCHELL COUHTY TRAINThc+ SCHOOL Th PEL
HAM, GEORGIA ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF
HEiTAL MATURITY I1’ 1951-52
Scores Girls Boys Total
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number’ Per Cent
70—7L1. 1 2.63 1 10.00 2 L...08
65-69 1 2.63 1 10.00 2 Lj..08
60—6L. L1. 10.52 3 30.00 7 1L..28
55-59 6 15.78 2 20.00 8 16.32
50-5L. 2 5.26 1 10.00 3 6.12
L5-L1.9 9 23.67 1 10.00 10 20.L0
L.O-L111 6 10.52 6 12.2L1.
35-39 5 13.15 1 10.00 6 12.211.
30—3L. 3 7.89 3 6.12
25-29 1 2.63 1 2.011.
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 11.8 100.00
Mean 11.7.79 58.00 11.9.81
Iiedian 11.6.72 60.16 11.8.5
Sigma 10.60 6.11.5 11.15
Standard
Error of
Mean 1.70 2.011. 1.61
Girls.—- The data on the intelligence range of the thirty-
eight girls as shown in Table 5 revealed a mean score of 11.7.79,
a median score of L.6.72, a standard deviation of 10.60, and a
standard error of the mean of 1.70. Approximately 36.82 per cent
of the group scored higher than the mean, while 3L1..19 per cent
scored lower than the mean, and 23.67 per cent scored within the
class interval containing the mean.
Boys.-- The data on the intelligence range of the ten boys
are also presented in Table 11., and revealed a mean score
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of 58.00, a median score of 60.16, a standard deviation of 6.L15,
ana a standard error of 2.0L. Approximately 50.00 per cent of
the group scored higher than the mean, while 30.00 per cent
scored lower than the mean, and 20.00 per cent scored within
the class interval containing the mean.
Comparative Data and “t” Ratio.-- As indicated in Table 6,
the mean for the group of girls was L7.79, and for the boys it
was 58.00. The difference between the two means was 10.21.
The standard deviation was 10.60 for the group of girls, and
for the boys 6.L1.5. The standard error of the mean was 1.70
for the girls, and 2.0L1. for the boys. The standard error of
the difference between the two means was 2.66.
TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED BY THIRTY-EIGHT GIRLS D TEN
BOYS OF THE MITCHELL COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOl, ON THE
TOTAL NTAL FACTORS OF THE CALIFORNIA TEST
OF INTAL MATURITY IN 1951-52
Groups Trait Mean Standard Sigma1 Sigma Differ.
Deviation M1..M2 ence t
Total





Boys 58.00 6.L5 2.0L
The “t° or these data was 3.8L. The “t11 was signifi
cant as it was more than 2.69 at the one per cent level of
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confidence. Therefore, the difference between the group of
girls and the group of boys in this high school on the “Total
Mental Factorstt of the California Test of Mental Naturity was
statistically significant.
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Lang
uage Factors.-- Table 7 presents a comparison of the frequency
distribution of scores of the two groups on the “Language” com
ponent of the California Test of Mental Maturity.
Girls.-- The mean for the distribution of scores for the
girls was found to be 23.8)4., the median was found to be 2L.92,
the standard deviation 7.75, anã the standard error of the mean
was found to be 1.25. Approximately 21.0)4 per cent of the
group scored higher than the mean, while )47.3)4 per cent scored
lower than the mean, and 31.26 per cent scored within the class
interval containing the rile an.
Boys.-- The 5oys obtained a mean score of 29.50, a median
score of 28.50, a standard deviation of 5.90, and a standard
error of the mean of 1.87. Approximately )4O.oo per cent of the
group scored higher than the mean, while 10.00 per cent scored
lower than the mean, and 50.00 per cent scored within the class
interval containing the mean.
Comparative Data and Ut” Ratio... As indicated in Table 8,
page 31, the mean score for the girls was 23.8)4, and for the
boys, it was 29.50. The difference between the two means
1
Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and iducation
(New York, 19)47), p. 191.
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TABLL 7
DISTRIbUTION OF RAW SCOHES 0BTAIIEL BY THIRTY-BIG-MT GIRLS AND
TEN BOYS OF THE MITCHELL COUNTY TRAIiINci SCHOOL IN PEL
HAM, GEORGIA ON THE LANGUAGE $ECTIOi’’ OF THE CALI
FORNIA TEST OF 1ITAL NATU1ITY IN 1951-52
Scores Girls Boys Total
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
35-39 10.52 2 20.00 6 12.2L
30-3L1. 10.52 2 20.00 6 12.2L1.
25—29 12 31.56 5 50.00 17 3L1.68
2O-2L 6 15.78 1 10.00 7 1L..28
15-19 7 18.Li 7 1L.28
1o-1L 10.52 8.16
5- 9 1 2.63 1 2.0L1.
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 L8 100.00
Mean 23.8Lt. 29.50 25.02
Iviedjan 2I.92 28.50 25.97
Sigma 7.75 5.90 7.55
Standard
Error of
i’Iean 1.25 1.87 1.09
‘.as 5.66. The standard deviation for the girls was 7.75, and for
the boys it was 5.90. The standard error of the mean for the
girls was 1.25, and for the boys, it was 1.87. The standard error
of the difference between the two means was 2.2L1..
The “t” for these data was 2.53. The “t” was not significant
as it was less than 2.69 at the one per cent level of confidence.
Therefore, the difference between the group of girls and the
group of boys in this high school was not statistically signi




COMPARISON OF 1)ATA OBTAThED BY THIRTY-EIGIfI GIRLS AND TEN
BOYS OF THE MITCHELL COUITY TRAINING SCHOOL IN PELHAM,
GEORGIA, ON THE LANGUAGE SECTION OF THE CALIFORNIA
TEST OF METAL MATURITY IN 1951-52
-:---
Groups Trait Mean Standard Sigma sigma Differ- nithi
Deviation I’11-M6 ence
Girls Lang
guage 23.8L 7.75 1.25
— 2.2L1. 5.66 2.53
Boys Fac
tors 29.50 5.90 1.87
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Non
Language Factors).-- Table 9 presents a comparison of the fre
quency distribution of scores of the two groups obtaird on the
mnNon_Language component of the California Test of Mental Matu
rity.
Girls.-- The mean distribution for the group of girls was
23.314.; the median was 22.Lji; the standard deviation was 5.31;
and the standard error of the mean was .86. Approximately
39.14.5 per cent of the group scored higher than the mean; 3lL4.6
per cent scored lower than the mean, and 28.93 per cent scored
within the class interval containing the mean.
Boys.-- The mean distribution for the group of boys was 29.00;
the median was 30.00; the standard deviation was L..23, and the
standard error of the mean was l.3L.. Approximately 50,00 per
cent of the group scored higher than the mean, while 20.00 per
cent scored lower than the mean, and 30.00 per cent scored
32
within the class interval containing the mean.
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF R SCORES OBTAflED BY THIRTY-EIGET GIRLS
AIi) TEi BOYS 01’ TEL RITCELL COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL IN
PELHAM, GEORGIA, ON TEl NON-LANGUAGE $ECTIO1 OF THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF NE1’TAL MATURITY IN 1951-52
Scores Girls Boys Total
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
33-35 2 5.26 1 10.00 3 6.12
30-32 10.52 L1..o.oo 8 16.32
27-29 6 15.78 3 30.00 9 18.36
2L—26 3 7.89 3 6.1221-23 11 28.93 11 22.L11.
18-20 7 l8Jp. 1 10.00 8 16.32
15-17 L. 10.52 8.16
l2-lL. 1 2.63 1 10.00 2 L.08
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 Lj8 100.00
Mean 23.3L. 29.00 2L..19
Median 22J4 30.25 23.23
Sigma 5.31 L.23 5.73Standard
Error of
I’Iean .86 1.31i 2J1.9
Comparative Data and 11tH Ratio.-- As indicated in Table 10
the mean for the group o 1’ girls was 23.3L, and for the group
of boys, it was 29.00. The difference between the two means
was 5.66. The standard deviation was 5.31 for the group of
girls and L.23 for the group of boys. The standard error of
the mean for the group of girls was .86, and for the group of
boys, it was 1.3k. The standard error of the difference be
tween the two means was 2.5L1..
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TABLE 10
COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAThED BY THIRTY-EIGHT GIRLS A1D TEN
BOYS OF TilE MITCHELL COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL OF PELHAN,
GEORGIA, ON THE NON-LANGU.&E SECTIOi OF THE CALl
FOfflIIA TEST OF iNTAL MATURITY IN 1951-52
Groups Trait Nean Standard SiaSigma Differ- “t”
Deviation ence - -
Non-
Girls Languagc 23.3L 5.31 .86
Factors - 2.5L1 5.66 2.23
Boys 29.00 14..23 1.3L1.
The tttll for these data was 2.23. The “t” was not signifi
cant as it was less than 2.69 at the one per cent level of con
fidence. Therefore, the difference between the group of girls
and the group of boys in this high school was not statistically
significant on the “lion—Language Factors” of the test.
Results on the Progressive Achievement Test, (Language
Section).-- Table 11 presents the comparison of the lrequency
distribution of scores for the two groups obtained on the
“Language” component of the Progressive Achievement Test.
Girls.-- The mean for the distribution of scores for the
girls was 59.2L; the median was 50.93. The standard devIation
was 38.20, and the standard error of the mean was 6.20. Appro
ximately L1.9.97 per cent of the group scored higher than the
mean, while 31.56 per cent scored lower than the mean, and 18.L11




DISTRIBUTION OF 1 SCORES OBTAINEb BY TRIRTY-EIG GIRLS
AND TEN BOYS OF TBE MIWCKELL COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL IN
PELELAM, GEORGIA, ON TIil TOTAL INGUAGE OF TRE PRO
GRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN 1951-52
Scores Girls Boys Total
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
90-99 1 2.63 1 10.00 2 14.08
80-89 6 15.78 2 20.00 8 16.32
70—79 6 15.78 1 10.00 7 114.28
60-69 6 15.78 1 10.00 7 114.28
50-59 7 18.141 3 30.00 10 20.140
140-149 5 13.15 5 10.20
30-39 14. 10.52 1 10.00 5 10.20
20-29 3 7.89 1 10.00 Li. 8.16
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 148 100.00
Nean 59.214. 614.50 514.92
Iviedian 50.93 52.83 50.50




of 6.20 5.83 2.81
Mean
Boys.-- The group of boys obtained a mean score of 614.50, a
median score of 52.83, a standard deviation of 18.140, and a
standard error of the mean of 5.83. Approximately 50.00 per
cent of the group obtained a score higher than the mean, while
20.00 per cent obtained a score lower than the mean, and 30.00
per cent obtained a score within the class Interval containing
the mean.
Comparative Data Oii “t” Ratio.-- Table 12 shows a mean
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score for the group of girls of 59.2L1., and for the boys 6Lj..50.
The difference between the two means was 5.26. The standard
deviation for the girls was 38.20, and for the boys, it was
i8.L1..o. The standard error of the mean for the girls was 6.20,
and for the boys, it was 5.83, and the standard error of the
difference between the two means was 8.51.
TABLE 12
COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED B THThTY-EIGHT GIRLS AND TEN
BOYS OF THJi 1VIITCHELL COUiTY TRAINING SCHOOL OF PELMAM,
GEORGIA, ON THE TOTAL LANGUAGE FACTORS OF THE PRO
GRESSIVE AChIEVthiiNT WEST IN 1951-52
Groups Trait Mean Standard Sigm1 Sigma Differ- “t”
Deviation ii1—M2 ence
Girls Languag 59.2L1 38.20 6.20
Section 8.51 5.26 .62
boys 6L1..50 i8.LO 5.83
The “t” for these data was .62. The Ut1; was not significant
as it was less than 2.69 at the 1 per cent level of confidence.
Therefore, the difference between the girls and boys in this
high school was not statistically significant on the language
of the Progressive Achievement Test.
Results on the Progressive Achievement Test, (Capitalization).
-- Table 13 presents a comparison of the frequency distribution
of scores of the two groups obtained on the “Capitalization”
component of the Progressive Achievement Test.
Girls.-- The data on the capitalization for the group of
girls revealed a mean score of 9.13, a median score of 9.19, a
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standard deviation of 2.80, and a score for the standard error
of the mean of .L5. Approximately LL.7i per cent of the group
scored higher than the mean, while 21.0L1. scored lower than the
mean, and 3L.l9 per cent scored within the class interval con
taining the mean.
TA.BL 13
DISTRIBUTION OF RW SCORES OBTAINED BY THIRTY-EIGHT GIRLS
AND TEN BOYS ON Th CAPITALIzATI0N SCTI0N OF TIi PRO
GRSSIVE ACEiIEVEI.NT TEST IN 1951-52
, Girls Boys TotalScores
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
114.-15 3 7.89 1 10.00 8.16
12-13 3 7.89 3 30.00 6 12.2)4.
10-11 11 28.93 1 10.00 12 2L.L.8
8- 9 13 3Lt..19 14.0.00 17 34..68
6— 7 3 7.89 1 10.00 8.16
L1..-..5 10.52 8.16
2- 3 1 2.63 1 2.0L1.
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 L8 100.00
Mean 9.13 10.30 9.38
Median 9.19 8.00 9.26
Sigma 2.80 2.144 2.76
Standard
Error of
Mean .14.5 .7L .11.0
Boys.-- The data on the capitalization for the boys revealed
a mean score of 10.30, a median score of 8.00, a standard devia
tion of 2.14,- and a score for the standard error of the mean
of .7L. Approximately 50.00 per cent of the group scores higher
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than the mean, while 10.00 per cent scored lower than the mean,
and Ll0.O0 per cent scored within the class interval containing
the mean.
Comparative Data and 11t11 Ratio.-- As indicated in Table lL.
the mean score for the group of girls was 9.13, and for the
boys, it was 10.30. The difference between the two means was
1.17. The standard deviation for the group of girls was 2.80,
and for the boys, it was 2.Ll1. The standard error of the mean
for the girls was .1.i.5, and for the boys, it was .71.1.. The stand
ard error of the differences between the two means was 6.6.
TABLE 1L.
COiiPARIS0N OF DATA OBTAINED BY THIRTY-EIGhT GIRLS D TEN
BOYS ON TRE CAPITALIZATION SECTION OF 111RE PROGRESSIVE
AChIEVEivUNT TEST IN 1951-52




tion 9.13 2.60 .L1.5
8.6 1.17 .1L1.
Boys 10.30 2.L1J4.
The ut for these data was .lL. The at” was not significant
as it was less than 2.69 at the 1 per cent level of confidence.
Therefore, the difference between the girls and boys in this
high school was not statistically significant on the capitali
zation of the Progressive Achievement Test.
Results on the Progressive Achievement Test (Punctuation).-
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Table 15 presents a comparison of the frequency distribution of scores
of the two groups obtained on the “Punctuation” component of the Pro
gressive Achievement Test.
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OBTAINED BY THIRTY-EIGHT GIRLS AND T
BOYS ON THE PUNCTUATION SECTION OF THE LANGUAGE ON THE PBO—
GRESSIVE ACHIEVENENT TEST IN 1951—52
Girls Boys Total
Scores
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
8—9 2 5.26 1 10.00 3 6.12
6—7 4 10.52 2 20.00 6 12.24
4—5 12 31.56 2 20.00 1% 28.56
2—3 14 36.82 2 20.00 16 32.64
0—1 6 15.78 3 30.00 9 18.36
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 48 100.00
Mean 3,55 3.70 3.58
Median 3.36 2.17 3.38
Sigma 2.06 2.78 2.24
Standard
Error of
Mean .34 .88 .32
Girls.— The data on the punctuation component for the group of girls
revealed a mean score of 3.55, a median score of 3.36, a standard deviation
of v.08, and a score for the standard error of the mean of .34. Approxi
mately 57.34 per cent of the group scored higher than the mean; 15.78 per
cent scored lower than the mean, and 36.82 per cent scored within the
class interval containing the mean.
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Boys.—— The data on the punctuation component for the group of boys
revealed a mean score of 3.70, a median score of 2.17, a standard devia
tion of 2.78, and a score for the standard error of the mean of .8.
Approximately 30.00 per cent scored higher than the mean, 50 per cent scored
lower than the mean, and 20.00 per cent scores within the class interval
containing the mean.
Comparative Data and the “t” Ratio.— As indicated in Table 16, the
mean score for the group of boys was 3.70, and for the group of girls it
was 3.55. The difference between the two means was .15. The standard
deviation for the group of boys was 2.78, and for the girls it was 2.08.
The standard error of the mean was 5.83 for the boys, and for the girls it
was 6.20. The standard error of the difference between the two means
was 8.51.
TABLE 16
COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED BY ThIBTY—EIGHT GIRLS A11D TEN
BOYS ON THE PUNCTUATION SECTION OF THE LANGUAGE ON THE
PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVi1ENT TEST IN 1951—52
-
Groups Trait Mean Standard Sigma Sigma Differ— “t”
Deviation M M1—M2 ence
Girls Punctua—
tion 3.55 2.08 .34__- .89 .15 .16
Boys 3.70 2.78 .88
The “t” for these data was .16. The “t” was not significant as it was
less than 2.69 at the 1 per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the differ
ence between the group of girls and the group of boys in this high school
was not statistically significant on the punctuation of the Progressive
Achievement Test.
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Results on the Progressive Achievement Test (Grammar) .— Table 17
presents a comparison of the frequency distribution of scores of the two
groups obtained on the “Grammar” component of the Progressive Achievement
Test.
TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OBTAINED BY THIBTY—EIGHT GIRLS AND TEN
BOYS ON THE WORDS AND SENTENCES SECTION OF THE LANGUAGE ON THE
PIGRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN 1951—52
Girls Boys Total
Scores
Numbei Per Cent Numbe; Per Cent Number Per Cent
18—19 14 36.82 4 40.00 18 36.72
16—17 5 13.15 1 10.00 6 12.24
14—15 7 18.41 1 10.00 8 16.32
12—13 5 13.15 2 20.00 7 14.28
10—11 2 5.26 1 10.00 3 6.12
8— 9 4 10.52 1 10,00 5 10.20
6— 7 1 2.63 1 2.04
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 48 100.00
Mean 14.92 12.90 14.92
Median 13.79 12.50 13.75
Sigma 3.62 3.56 3.60
Standard
Error of
Mean .59 1.13 .52
Girls.—— The data on the grammar component for the group of girls re
vealed a mean score of 24.29, a median score of 13.79, a standard deviation
of 3.62, and a score for the standard error of the mean of .59. Approxi
mately 49.97 per cent of the group scored higher than the mean; 31.56 per
cent scored lower than the mean, and 18.41 per cent scored within the class
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interval containing the mean.
Boys..—— The data on the grammar component for the group of boys revealed
a mean score of 12.90, a median score of 12.50, a standard deviation of 3.56,
and a score for the standard error of the mean of 1.13. Approximately
50.00 per cent of the group scored higher than the mean; 40.00 per cent
scored lower than the mean, and 10.00 per cent scored within the class
interval containing the mean.
omparative Data and the “t” Ratio.—— As indicated in Table 18 below,
the mean score for the group of boys was 12.90; for the group of girls
it was 14.92, and the difference between the two means was 2.02. The
standard deviation for the group of boys was 3.56; for the group of girls
it was 3.62. The standard error for the group of boys was 1.13; for the
group of girls it was .59, and the difference between the standard error
of the two means was 1.28.
TABLE 18
CONPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED BY THIRTY—EIGHT GIRLS AND TEN BOYS ON
THE GRANMAR OF THE LANGUAGE STI0N OF THE PI)GRESSJE ACHIEVE
IT TEST IN 1951—52
Groups Trait Mean Standard Sigma Sigma Differ— “t”
Deviation M M1—M2 ence
Girls Grammar 14.92 3.62 .59
1.28 2.02 1.58
Boys 12.90 3.56 1.13
The httl for these data was i.5g. The “t” was not significant at the
one per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the difference between the
h2
group of girls and the group of boys in this high school was not statisti
cally significant on the grammar component of the Progressive Achievement
Test.
Results on the Progressive Achievement Test (Parts of Speech) .——
Table 19 presents a comparison of the frequency distribution of scores of
the two groups obtained on the “Parts of SpeechI component of the Progres
sive Achievement Test.
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OBTAINED BY THIRTY-EIGHT GIRLS AND TEN
BOYS ON THE PARTS OF SPEH OF THE LANGUAGE SDTION OF THE
PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN 1951—52
Girls Boys Total
Scores
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
16—17 5 13.15 1 10.00 6 12.24
14—15 7 18.41 4 40.00 11 22.44
12—13 8 21.04 8 16.32
10—11 5 13.15 1 10.00 6 12.24
8— 9 2 5.26 1 10.00 3 6.12
6— 7 1 2.63 1 2.04
4— 5 5 13.15 3 30.00 8 16.32
2— 3 4 10.52 4 8.16
0— 1 1 2.63 1 2.04
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 48 L00.00
Nan 10.45 10.30 10.42
Median 9.90 11.50 9.83
Sigma 4.94 2.90 4.68
Standard
Error of
Mean .80 .92 .68
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Girls.—— The data on the parts of speech component of the test for the
group of girls revealed a mean score of 10.45, a median score of 9.90, a
standard deviation of 4.94, and a score of .80 for the standard error of
the mean. Approximately 52.60 per cent of the group scored higher than the
mean; 34.19 per cent scored lower than the mean, and 13.15 per cent
scored within the class interval containing the mean.
Boys.—— The data on the parts of speech component of the test for the
group of boys revealed a mean score of 10.30, a median score of 11.50, a
standard deviation of 2.90, and a score of .92 for the standard error of
the mean. Approximately 50.00 per cent of the group scored higher than
the mean; 40.00 per cent scored lower than the mean, and 10.00 per cent
scored within the class interval containing the mean.
Comparative Data end the “t” etig.— As indicated in Table 20 below
the mean score for the group of girls was 10.45, and 10.30 for the group
of boys; the difference between the two means was .15. The standard devia
tion for the group of girls was 4.94, and for the boys 2.90. The standard
error of the mean was .80 for the group of girls, and .92 for the group of
boys. The standard error of the difference between the two means was 1.22.
The “t” for these data was .12. The “t” was not significant as it
was less than 2.69 at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the group of girls and the group of boys in this
high school was not statistically significant on the parts of speech com
ponent of the Progressive Achievement Test.
Results on the Prpressive Achievement Test fSpellinz).— Table 21,
page 14 presents a comparison of the frequency distribation of scores of
the two groups obtained on the “Spelling” component of the Progressive
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Achievement Test.
COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED BY THIrrY—EIGHT GIRLS
THE PA1S OF SPEECH OF THE LANGUAGE SECTION OF
SIVE ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN 1951—52
AND TEN BOYS ON
THE PROGRES—
Groups Trait Mean Standard Sigma Sigma Differ—
Deviation N M1—M2 ence
Girls Parts 10.45 4.94 .80
of
Speech
1.22 .15 .Boys 10.30 2.90 .92
TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OBTAINED BY THIY—EIGHT GIRLS AND TEN
BOYS ON THE SPELLING PARr OF THE LANGUAGE SECTION ON THE PRO
GRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT TF.ST IN 1951—52
Girls Boys TotalScores
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
27—29 1 2.63 2 20.00 3 6.12
24—26 4 10.52 4 8.16
21—23 6 15.78 2 20.00 8 16.32
18—20 5 13.15 1 10.00 6 12.24
15—17 2 5.26 2 20.00 4 8.16
12—14 5 13.15 2 20.00 7 14.28
9—11 8 21.04 1 10.00 9 18.36
6— 8 1. 2.63 1 2.04
3— 5 4 10.52 4 8.16
0— 2 2 5.26 2 4.08
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 48 100.00
Mean 14.66 18.10 - 15.50
Median 13.90 16.00 11.93
Sigma 7.4% 5.04 7.32
Standard
Error of
Mean 1.21 - 1.59 1.06
TABLE 20
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Girls.—— The data on the spelling component of the test for the group
of girls revealed a mean score of 24.66, a median score of 13.90, a stand
ard deviation of 7.44, and a score of 1.21 for the standard error of the
mean. Approximately 47.54 per cent of the group scored higher than the
mean; 39.45 scored lower than the mean, and 13.15 per cent scored within
the class interval containing the mean.
Boys.—— The data on the spelling component of the test for the group
of boys revealed a mean score of 18.10, a median score of 16.00, a stand
ard deviation of 5.04, and a score of 1.59 for the standard error of the
mean. Approximately 50.00 per cent of the group scored higher than the
mean; 30.00 per cent scored lower than the mean, and 20.00 per cent scored
within the class interval containing the mean.
Comparative Data and the “t” Ratio.—— Table 22 indicates a mean score
of 24.66 for the girls, and a mean score of 18.10 for the boys, and a
difference between the means of 3.44. The standard deviation was 7.1.4 for
the girls and 5.04 for the boys. The standard error of the mean for the
girls 1.21 and for the boys 1.59. The standard error of the difference
between the two means is 2.00.
The “t” for these data was 1.72. The “t” was not significant as it
was less than 2.69 at the 1 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the group of girls and the group of boys in this
high school was not statistically significanton the spelling component of
the Progressive Achievement Test.
Results of_the Progressive Achievement Test CHandwritin).—— Table 23,
page 47, presents a comparison of the frequency distribution of scores of




COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED BY THIrfY-EIGHT GIRLS AND T2 BOYS ON
THE SPELLING ?ABT OF THE LANGUAGE SFTION ON THE PROGRKSS IVE
ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN 1951—52
Groups Trait Mean Standard Sigma Sigma Differ— t”
Deviation M1-M2 ence
Girls Spelling 14.66 7.44 1.21
2.00 3.44 1.72
Boys is.;o 5.04 1.59
Girls.—— The data on the handwriting component for the group of girls
revealed a mean score of 6.29, a median score of 3.96, a standard deviation
of 2.90, and a score of .37 for the standard error of the mean. Approxi
mately 28.93 per cent of the group scored higher than the mean; 42.08
per cent scored lower than the mean, and 28.93 per cent scored within
the class interval containing the mean.
Boys.—— The data on the handwriting component of the test for the group
of boys revealed a mean score of 7.50, a median score of 3.90, a standard
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TABLE 23
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OBTAINF) BY THIRTY—EIGHT GIRLS ND T
BOYS ON THE HANDWRITING IN THE LANGUAGE SECTION OF THE PRO—




Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
14—15 1 10.00 1 2.04
12—13 1 2.63 1 10.00 2 4.08
10—11 2 5.26 1 10.00 3 6.12
8— 9 $ 21.04 1 10.00 9 18.36
6— 7 11 28.93 1 10.00 12 24.48
4— 5 13 34.19 5 50.00 18 36.72
2—3 3 7.89 3 6.12
Total 38 100.00 10 100.00 48 100.00
Mean 6.29 7.50 6.54
Median 3.96 3.90 3.83
Sigma 2.30 3.60 2.66
Standard
Error of
Mean .37 1.14 .38
L1.8
deviation of 3.60, and a score for the standard error of the
mean of 1.]1. Approximately Lo.00 per cent of the group scored
higher than the mean; 50.00 per cent scored lower than the mean,
and ten per cent scored within the class interval containing
the mean,
Comparative Data and the “t” Ratio.-- As indicated in Table
2L the mean score for the gro up of girls was 6.29, for the
boys 7.50, and a difference between the means of 1.21. The
standard deviation for the girls was 2.30, and for the boys 3.60.
The standard error of the mean for the girls was .37; for the
boys it was l.lLj, and the standard error of the difference
between the two means was 1.2.
TABLE 2L
COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED BY THIRTY-EIGHT GIRLS AND TEN
BOYS ON THE HANDWRITING I1 THE LAIGUAGE SECTION ON THE
PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEiNT TEST IN 1951-52
Groups Trait Mean Standard Sigma Sigma Differ- “t”
Deviation N M1—N2 ence
Girls Hand




Boys 7.50 3.60 1.1L
The 11t” for these data was 1.01. The ‘t” was not signifi
cant as it was less than 2.69 at the 1 per cent level of confi
dence. Therefore, the difference between the group of girls
and the group of boys in this high school was not statistically
significant on the handwriting component of the Progressive
L9
Achievement Test.
Correlations Between the Tests
Introductory Statement.-- There were three main purposes
in the treatment of the data for this research, to wit: (1) to
determine the range o f intelligence and achievement of the
thirty—eight girls and ten boys used in this study; (2) to de
termine the difference in intelligence and achievement of the
subjects used; and (3) to determine the relationship, if any,
between the intelligence and achievement of the two groups.
This section of the report of the research presents a series
of twenty-one correlations as derived from the test scores on
the selected major components of the Intelligence test and the
Achievement test. The correlations which were four.d to be pre
sent are shown in Tables 25-27 that follow, within the degree
1
of relationship or correlation between the varied paired
variables on the California Test of Mental Maturity and the Pro
gressive Achievement Test.
The “r” Between the Total Mental Factors of Intelligence
and the Total Language Factors of Achievement Tests.-- Table 25
reveals the data on the “r11 between the scores obtained on the
California Test of iental Maturity - Total Mental Factors, and
on the Progressive Achievement Test - Total Language Section.
The “r’s” were found to be as follows: The Total 1Iental Factors
G. Milton Smith, A Simplified Guide to Statistics for
Psychology and ducation (New York, l9L6), pp. 77-78.
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and the Total Language Factors a 11r” of .L11, a standard error
of “r “ of .12, and a ‘t11 of 3.06 at the 1 per cent level of
confidence, which was significant; the Total Mental Factors
on the Intelligence test and the Capitalization on the lang
uage section of the Progressive Achievement test, a “r” .33, a
standard error of “r” of .13, and a 11t’ of 2.37, which was not
significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence, the Total
Mental factors of the Intelligence test and the Punctuation on
the language section of the Achievement test, a “r” of .12, a
standard error of “r” of .15, and a “t” of .82, which was not
significant at the one per cent level; the Total Mental Factors
on the Intelligence test and the Grammar on the language sec
tion of the Achievement test, a hlrtl of .03, a standard error
of “r” of .1L., and a 11tIt of .20, which was not significant at
the one per cent level; the Total Mental Factors of the Intelli
gence test and the Parts of Speech on the language section of
the Achievement test, a er” of .16, a standard error of “r”
of .1L1, and a titi! of 1.10, which was not significant at the 1
per cent level; the Total Mental Factors of the Intelligence
test and the Spelling on the language section of the Achieve
ment test, a “r” of .39, a standard error of “r” of .12, and a
“t” of 2.87, which was significant at the 1 per cent level of
confidence; the Total Mental Factors on the Intelligence test
and the Handwriting on the language section of the Progressive
Achievenent test, a un! of .L2, a standard error of tintt of .14




STATISTICAL DATA SHO1ING THE RESULTS OF THE CORRELATION
FROM THE TOTAL SCORE OF THE CALIFOfflIA TEST OF MiTAL
MATUFiITY AND THE TOTAL SCORE OF THE PROGRESSIVE
ACHIEViiiMENT TEST
“t” must be equal to 2.69
1 per cent level of confidence
Further, a close study of Table 25 reveals that of the
seven Ir1sH, all of which showed positive correspondence, three
of them showed a significant 11t”, these being Intelligence and
Total Achievement, Intelligence and Spelling, and Intelligence
and Handwriting. These particular urtsH are not statistically
significant; for they do not reach the degree of .7 or more,
which is usually accepted as the level of predictability.
The rV between the Language Factors of the Intelligence
Test and the Total Language Factors of the Achievement Test.--
Variables N “r” SEr Obtained
rt trw
Intelligence and Total -
Achievement L8 .L1 .12 3.06
Intelligence and Capita—
lization L8 .33 .13 2.37
Intelligence and
Punctuation Lj8 .12 .15 .82
Intelligence and
Grarmar .03 .lLj. .20
Intelligence and Parts
of Speech Lj8 .16 .1L. 1.10
Intelligence and
Spelling Lj.8 .39 .12 2.87
Intelligence and Hand
writing L8 .142 .12 3.13
to indicate significance at the
Table 26 reveals the data on the “r” between the scores obtained
on the California Test of Nental Maturity - Language Factors and
on the Progressive Achievement Test - Language section. The
were found to be as follows: the Total Language Factors
of Intelligence and the Total Language Factors of Achievement,
a “r” of .35, a standard error of itril .13, and a “t” of 2.53,
which was not significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence;
the Language Factors on the Intelligence Test and the Capitali
zation on the Achievement Test, a “r” of .lL, a standard error
of Unh1 of .lL, and a ott’ of .96, which was not significant at
the 1 per cent level of confidence; the Language Factors on
Intelligence and the Punctuation on Achievement, a “r11 of .08,
a standard error of “r” of .1L4., and a “t11 of .5L, which was not
significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence; the Language
Factors on Intelligence and the Granimar on Achievement, a
of .27, a standard error of “r” of .13, and a “t” of 1.91, which
was not significant at the 1 per cent level; the Language Factors
on Intelligence and the Parts of speech on Achievement, a
of .L5, a standard error of “r” of .12, and a “t” of 3.L3, which
was significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence; the
Language Factors on Intelligence and the Spelling on Achievement,
sn”r” of .39, a standard error of “r11 of .12, and a “t” of 2.87,
which was significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence;
the Language Factors on Intelligence and the handwriting on
Achievement, an “r” of .03, a standarc error of ‘r” or .1Lj, and
a “t” of .20, which was not significant at the one per cent level.
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TAbLE 26
STATISTICAL DATA SHOWING TEE RESULTS OF TEE CORRELATION
FRON TEE LA1’GUAGE FACTORS OF TEE CALIFORNIA TEST OF
MENTAL MATURITY AED TEE LANGUAGE FACTORS OF THE
PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEMEi’T TEST
Variables N r I SEr Obtained
Language Factors and Li..8 .35 .13 2.53
Total Achievement
Language Factors and
Capitalization L8 .1L1.. .1L1. .96
Language Factors and
Punctuation L8 .08 .1L1. .5L1..
Language Factors and
Grammar L8 .27 .13 1.91
Language Factors and
Parts of Speech L8 .L .12 3.L3
Language Factors and
Spelling L18 .39 .12 2.87
Language Factors and
Handwriting L8 .03 .1L .20
*
Further, a close study of Table 26 reveals that of the
seven “r’s”, all of which showed positive correspondence, two of
them showed a significant these being Language Factors and
Parts of Speech and Language Factors and Spelling. These parti
cular Hut are not statistically significant because they do not
“t11 must be
1 per cent level
equal to 2.69 to indicate significance at the
of confidence.
reach the degree of .7 or more which is usually accepted as the
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level of predictability.
The IrU between the Non-ianguage Factors of the Intelli
gence Test and the Total Language Factors of the Achievement
Test.-- Table 27 reveals the data on the Y#rtt between the scores
obtained on the California Test of Nental Maturity - Non
Language Factors on the Progressive Achievement Test - Total
Language Section. The 1’r’s’ were found to be as follows: the
Non-Language Factors on Intelligence and the Total Language
Factors on Achievement, a “r” of .37, a standard error of trIt
of .12, and a HthI of 2.70, which was significant at the 1 per
cent level of confidence; the Non-Language Factors on Intelli
gence and Capitalization on Achievement, a “r” of .23, a stand
ard error of “r” of .lL, and a 11t’ of 1.61, which was not signi
ficant at the 1 per cent level of confidence; the Non_Language
Factors on Intelligence and the Punctuation on Achievement, a
flrH of .22, a standard error of “r” of .lL.., anc. a Ut!t of 1.2,
which was not significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence;
the Non-Language Factors on Intelligence and the Grammar on
Achievement, a “r” of .02, a standard error of 11r”of .lL1., and
a 11ju of .1L, which was not significant at the 1 per cent level
of confidence; the Non-Language Factors on Intelligence and the
Parts of Speech on Achievement, a “r” of .12, a standard error
of 11r” .1, ana a “t” of .82, which was not significant at the
1 per cent level of confidence; the Non-Language Factors on
Intelligence and the Spelling on Achievement, a r” of .1L a
standard error of r” of .1L, and a ‘it” of .96, which was not
significant at the lper cent level of confidence; the -
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Non-Language Factors on Intelligence and the handwriting on
Achievement, a “r of .29, a standard error of r” of .13, and
a Htu of 2.05, which was not significant at the 1 per cent
level of confidence.
TAbLE 27
STATISTICAL DATA $hOWINi TEl RESULTS OF THE CORhiLATION
FROii THE NON-LANGUAGE FACTOhS OF THE CALIFOhiIA TEST
OF IVIENTAL IVIATUR]TY AND THE LAlGUAGE FACTORS OF THE
PROGMESIVE ACHILVEINY TEST
Variables N r SEr Obtaied
Non-Language Factors
and Total Achievement 14.8 .37 .12 2.70
Non-Language Factors
and Capitalization L8 .23 .1L1. 1.61
Non-Language Factors
and Punctuation 118 .22 .114. 1.52
Non-1anguage Factors
and Grammar Lj8 .02 .114. .114.
Non-Language Factors
and Parts of Speech L8 .12 .15 .82
Non-Language Factors
and Spelling 148 .114 .114. .96
Non-Language Factors
and handwriting .29 .13 2.05
“t must be equal to 2.69 to indicate significance at the
1 per cent level of confidence.
Further, a close stud7 of Table 27 reveals that of the s even
“r’s, all of which showed positive correspondence, only one
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showed a significant “t”, that being Non-Language Factors on
Intelligence and Total Language on Achievement. This parti
cular !tr? was statistically significant because it does reach





IntroducpTv Statement.—— The problem involved in this study was to
determine the relationship of achievement in language arts to the intelli
gence of a selected group of students from the high school department of
the Mitchell County Training School, Peiham, Georgia, as revealed by the
results of standardized tests.
Purposes of the $tuy.—— The purposes of this study were to answer
the following questions:
1. What is the status of achievement of the total group as
indicated by the scores derived from the Progressive Achieve
ment Test?
2. What is the intelligence of the group as measured by the scores
from the California Test of Mental Maturity?
3. What is the relationship of intelligence to the achievement of
the group as indicated by the scores from both the achievement
and the intelligence tests?
4. What are the sex differences, if any, in intelligence and
achievement?
Locale of’ Study.—— This study was carried out during the latter part
of the first semester of the school term 1951 and 1952, at the Mitchell
County Training School, PeTham, Georgia.
Forty—eight pupils were used in this study. There were thirty—eight
girls, ranging in ages front thirteen years to seventeen years and fifteen
months. There were ten boys, ranging in ages from thirteen years and
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seven months to seventeen years and ten months.
The Normative-Survey Method of research was used in gathering data
for this study. The special techniques of testing and statistics were
employed for the interpretation of the data.
The following tests were utilized to measure intelligence and
achievement:
a. California Test of Mental Maturity, S—Form, 1950.
b. Progressive Achievement Test, Intermediate Battery, Form A.
The data obtained from the administration of these tests were tabu—
lated, treated statistically, evaluated and interpreted in terms of:
a. Significant differences
b Significant correlations
with results as reported in Chapter II.
Finding.—— The following findings were drawn directly from the inter
pretation of the data as collected in this study.
California Test of Mental Maturity
(Total Mental Factors)
(Tables 5 and 6)
On the Total Mental Factors component of the California Test of Mental
Maturity the following statistical measures were obtained; for the group
of girls, a mean score of 47.79, a median score of 46.72, a standard
deviation of 10.60, and a standard error of the mean of 1.70; for the boys,
a mean score of 58.00, a median score of 60.16, a standard deviation
of 2.04. The scores of the two groups showed a difference of the means
of 10.21, a difference of the standard error between the two means of 2.66,
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and a ttt of 3.24, which was significant.
California Test of’ Mental Maturiti
(Language Factors)
(Tables 7 and 8)
On the Language component of the California Test of Mental Maturity
the following statistical measures were obtained; for the group of girls,
a mean score of 23.84, a median score of 24.92, a standard deviation of
7.75, and a standard error of the mean of 1.25; for the boys, a mean
score of 29.50, a median score of 22.50, a standard deviation of 5.90, and
a standard error of the mean of 1.85. The scores of the two groups showed
a difference of the means of 5.66, a difference of the standard error
between the two means of 2.24, and a Ut of 2.53.
California Test of Mental Maturity
(Non—Language Factors)
(Tables 9 and 10)
On the Non—Language component of the California Test of Mental
Maturity the following statistical measures were obtained; for the group
of girls, a mean score of 23.34, a median score of 22.41, a standard devia
tion of 5.31, and a standard error of the mean of .66; for the boys, a
mean score of 29.00, a median score of 30.25, a standard deviation of 4.23,
and a standard error of the mean of 1.34. The scores of the two groups
showed a difference of the means of 5.66, a difference of the standard
error of the two means of 2.54, and a Ut of 2.23.
*
The “t” of 2.69 at 1 per cent level of confidence and 46 degrees of




(Tables 11 and 12)
On the Language component of the Progressive Achievement Test the
following statistical measures were obtained; for the group of girls, a
mean score of 59.24, a median score of 50.93, a standard deviatIon
of 38.20, and a standard error of the mean of 6.20; for the boys, a mean
score of 64.50, a median score of 52.83, a standard deviation of 18.40,
and a standard error of the mean of 5.83. The scores of the two groups
showed a difference of the means of 5.26, a difference of the standard
error between the two means of 8.51, and a “t” of .62.
gresive Acl4evement Test
(Capitalization)
(Tables 13 and 14)
On the Capitalization of the Language component of the Progressive
Achievement Test the following statistical measures were obtained; for
the girls, a mean score of 9.13, a median score of 9.19, a standard devia
tion of 2.80, and a standard error of .45; for the boys, a mean score
of 10.30, a median score of 8.00, a standard deviation of 2.I4, and a
standard error of .74. The scores of the two groups showed a difference
of the means of 1.17, a difference of the standard error between the two
means of 8.6, and a fltU of .14.
Progressive Achievement Test
(Punctuation)
(Tables 15 and 16)
On the Punctuation of the Language component of the Progressive Achieve
ment Test the following statistical measures were obtained; for the group
of girls, a mean score of a median score of 3.36, a standard devia
tion of 2.08, and a standard error of the mean of .34; for the boys, a
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mean score of 3.70, a median score of 2.17, a standard deviation of 2.78,
and a standard error of the mean of .88. The scores of the two groups
showed a difference of the means of .15, a difference of the standard error
between the two means of .89, and a ‘ft” of .16.
Progressive Achievement Test
(Grammar)
(Tables 17 and 18)
On the Grammar of the Language component of the Progressive Test the
following statistical measures were obtained; for the girls, a mean score
of 34.92, a median score of 13.79, a standard deviation of 3.62, and a
standard error of the mean of .59; for the boys, a mean score of 12.90, a
median score of 12.50, a standard deviation of 3.56, and a standard error
of the mean of 1.13. The scores of the two groups showed a difference of
the means of 2.02, a standard error of the difference between the two
means of 1.28, and a “t” of 1.58.
Progressive Achievement Teat
(Parts of Speech)
(Tables 19 and 20)
On the Parts of Speech of the Language component of the Progressive
Achievement Test the following statistical measures were obtained; for
the girls, a mean score of 10.45, a median score of 9.90, a standard devia
tion of 4.94, and a standard error of the mean of .80; for the boys, a
mean score of 10.30, a median score of 11.50, a standard deviation of 2.90,
and a standard error of the mean of .92. The scores of the two groups
showed a difference of the means of .15, a standard error of the difference




(Tables 21 and 22)
On the Spelling of the Language component of the Progressive Achieve
ment Test the following statistical measures were obtained; for the girls,
a mean score of 14.66, a median score of 13.90, a standard deviation
of 7.44, and a standard error of 1.21; for the boys, a mean score of 18.10,
a median score of 16.00, a standard deviation of 5.04, and a standard
error of the mean of 1.59. The scores of the two groups showed a differ
ence of the means of 3.44, a standard error of the difference between the
two means of 2.00, and a “t11 of 1.72.
Progressive Achievement Test
(Handwriting)
(Tables 23 and 24)
On the Handwriting of the Language component of the Progressive Achieve—
merit Test, the following statistical measures were obtained; for the girls,
a mean score of 6.29, a median score of 3.96, a standard deviation of 2.30,
and a standard error of the mean of .37; for the boys a mean score of 7.50,
a median score of 3.90, a standard deviation of 3.60, and a standard error
of the mean of 1.14. The scores of the two groups showed a difference of
the means of 1.21, a standard error of the difference between the two
means of 1.2, and a Htfl of 1.01.




(Total Lanuge Section) (Table 25)
The observed relationships between the Total Scores of the California
Test of Mental Maturity and the Total Language Section of the Progressive
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Achievement Test were: Intelligence and Total Achievement “r” of .1+1, with
*
a SEr of .12, and a “t” of 3.06 which was significant; Intelligence and
Capitalization a “r” of .33, with a SE of .13, and a “t” of 2.37 which
was not significant; Intelligence and Punctuation a “r” of .12, with a
SE of .15, and a “t” of .2 which was not significant; Intelligence and
r
Grammar a “r” of .03, with a SEr of .1%, and a “t” of .20 which was not
significant; Intelligence and Parts of Speech a “r” of .16, with a SE
of .14, and a “t” of 1.10 which was not significant; Intelligence and
Spelling a “r” of .39, with a SEr of .12, and a “t” of 2.37 which was
significant; and Intelligence and Handwriting a “r” of .42, with a SEr
of .12, and a “t” of 3.13 which was significant.
CQrrelations between C.1ifornia Test of Mental Mpturity
(Lanuae Factors) and Progressive Achievement Test
(Total Language Section) (Table 26)
The observed relationships between the scores of the Language Factors
of the California Test of Mental Maturity and the Total Language Section
of the Progressive Achievement Test were: Language and Total Achievement
a “r” of .35,, with a SEr of .13, and a “t” of 2.53 which was not signifi
cant; Language and Capitalization a “r”of .14, with a SEr of .14, and a
“t” of .96 which was not significant; Language and Punctuation a “r” of .0,
with a SEr of .14, and a “t” of .54 which was not significant; Language
and Grammar a “rn of .27, with a SEr of .13, and a “t” of 1.91 which was
not significant; Language and Parts of Speech a “r” of .45, with a SEr of
.12, and a “t” of 3.43 which was significant; Language and Spelling a
*
The “t” of 2.69 at 1 per cent level of confidence and 46 degrees of
freedom was the basis for statistical significance.
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of .39, with a SEr of .12, and a “t” of 2.87 which was significant; and
Language and Handwriting a “r” of .03, with a SEr of .14, and a “t” of .20
which was not significant.
Correlations between California Test of Mental Maturity
(Non—Language Factors) and Progressive Achievement
Test (Total Language Section)
(Table 27)
The observed relationships between the Non—Language Factors of the
California Test of Mental Maturity and the Total Language Section of the
Progressive Achievement Test were: Non—Language and Total Achievement a
“a’” of .37, with a SE of .12, and a “t” of 2.70 which was significant;
Non—Language and Capitalization a tirt? of .23, a SE of .14, and a
of 1.61 which was not significant; Non—Language and Punctuation a
of .22, with a SEE. of .14, and a “t” of 1.52 which was not significant;
Non—Language and Graimnar a “a’” of .02, with a SE of .14, and a “t” of .14
which was not significant; Non—Language and Parts of Speech a “r” of .12,
with a SEr of .15, and a “t” of .2 which was not significant; Non—Language
and Spelling a Urtt of .14, with a SEof .14, and a “t” of .96 which was
not significant; and the Non—Language and the Handwriting a “r” of .29,
with a 51r of .13, and a “t” of 2.05 which was not significant.
Areas of Significant Differences and Correlations
Summary of Areas Showing or Not Showing Significant Differences.—— The
summation of the data catagorized as “significant differences” and “non
significant differences;” “significant correlations” and “non—significant
correlations” of the group of thirty—eight girls and ten boys of the
Mitchell County Training School, as revealed on the respective internal
component of the Intelligence and Achievement Tests are as follows:
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a. Differences (ftttsu)
1. The California Test of Mental Maturity, S—Form, reveals a
statistically significant difference on the Total Mental
Factors component of the test, but no statistically signifi
cant differences on the Language and Non—Language components
of the test.
2. The Progressive Achievement Test reveals no statistically
significant differences on the Language components of the
test, namely: Capitalization, Punctuation, Grammar, Parts of
Speech, Spelling, and Handwriting.
b. Correlations (lrtsu)
1. There is a statistically significant relationship revealed
between the Total Mental Factors on Intelligence and the
Total Language Factors on Achievement; between the Total
Mental Factors on Intelligence and Spelling on Achievement,
and between the Total Mental Factors on Intelligence and the
Handwriting on Achievement. There are no significant rela
tionships between the Total Mental Factors on Intelligence and
the Capitalization, Punctuation, Grammar, and Parts of Speech
on Achievement.
2. There is a statistically significant relationship between the
Language on Intelligence and the Parts of Speech on Achieve
ment, and between the Language Factors on Intelligence and the
Spelling on Achievement. There are no statistically signifi—
cant relationships between the Language on Intelligence and
Total Language, Capitalization, Punctuation, Grammar, and
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Handwriting on Achievement.
3. There is a statisticaily significant relationship between the
Non—Language Factors of Intelligence, and the Total Language
Factors of Achievement. There are no statistically significant
relationships between the Non—Language of Intelligence and Capi
talization, Punctuation, Grammar, Parts of Speech, Spelling,
and Handwriting on Achievement.
Statistical Resume.—— The various statistical measures computed and
used throughout the analysis and interpretation of the data are as follows:
Statistical Measures
Girls Boys
California Test of Mental Maturity
(Total Mental Factors)
Mean 47.79 Mean 58.00
Median 46.62 Median 60.16
Sigma 10.60 Sigma 6.45
Standard Error Standard Error
of Mean 1.70 of Mean 2.04





California Test of Mental Maturity
(Language Factors)
Mean 23.84 Mean 29.50
Median 24.92 Median 28.50
Sigma 7.75 Sigma 5.90
Standard Error Standard Error
of Mean 1.25 of Mean 1.87







California Test of Mental Maturity
(Non—Language Factors)
Mean 23.34 Mean 29.00
Median 22.41 Median 30.25
Standard Error Sigma 4.23
of Mean 5.31 Standard
Error of
Mean 1.34







Mean 59.24 Mean 64.50
Median 50.93 Median 52.83
Sigma 38.20 Sigma 18.40
Standard Error Standard
of Mean 6.20 Error of
Mean 5.83







Mean 9.13 Mean 10.30
Median 9.19 Median 8.00
Sigma 2.80 Sigma 2.44
Standard Error Standard
of Mean .45 Error of
Mean .74









Mean 3.55 Mean 3.70
Median 3.36 Median 2.17
Sigma 2.08 Sigma 2.78
Standard Error Standard Error
of Mean .34 of Mean .88
Differences of Means .15
Differences between




Mean ]%.92 Mean 12.90
Median 13.79 Median 12.50
Sigma 3.62 Sigma 3.56
Standard Error Standard Error
of Mean .59 of Mean 1.13







Mean 10.45 Mean 10.30
Median 9.90 Median 11.50
Sigma 4.9% Sigma 2.90
Standard Error Standard Error
of Mean .80 of Mean .92









Mean 14.66 Mean 18.10
Median 13.90 Median 16.00
Sigma 7.44 Sigma 5.04
Standard Error Standard Error
of Mean 1.21 of Mean 1.59
Differences of Means 3.44
Differences between




Mean 6.29 Mean 7.50
Median 3.96 Median 3.90
Sigma 2.30 Sigma 3.60
Standard Error Standard Error
of Mean .37 of Mean 1.14






Intelligence Variable Achievement Variable
Total Mental Factors Total Language Factors
“r” .41, SEr .12, t” 3.06
Total Mental Factors Capitalization
“r” •33 SEr .13, “t 2.37
Total Mental Factors Punctuation
r1 .12, SEr .15, “t” .82
Total Mental Factors Graimnar
“r” .03, SEr .14, ft11 .20
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Inte1lience Wariab].e Achievement Vpripble
Total Mental Factors Parts of Speech
.16, SEr .14, “t” 1.10
Total Mental Factors Spelling
“r” .39, SE.1. .12, “t” 2.37
Total Mental factors Handwriting
“r” .42, SEr .12, 3.13
Intelligence Variable Achievement Variable
Language Factors Total Achievement
1. .35, SE .13, “t” 2.53
Language Factors Capitalization
.14, SE1. .14, UtU .96
Language Factors Punctuation
Urn .03, SEr ‘14, “t” .54
Language Factors Grammar
U1,tt .27, SEr .13, ttt 1.91
Language Factors Parts of Speech
1. .45, SEr .12, “t” 3.43
Language Factors Spelling
“r” .39, SE1. .12, t” 2.87
Language Factors Handwriting
1’ .03, SE1. .12, Ittif .20
Inte11ignpe Variable Achievement Variable
Non—Language Factors Total Language factors
‘t1. .37, SET. .12, “t 2.70
Non—Language Factors Capitalization
“r” .23, SE1. •]%, lit” 1.61
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Intel1ience Variable Ahievement Variable
Non—Language Factors Punctuation
“r” .22, SEr .14, Ut 1.52
Non—Language Factors Grammar
“r” •O2 SEr .34, U4U .34
Non—Language Factors Parts of Speech
t.tI .12, SEr •15 .82
Non—Language Factors Spelling
11r” .14, SEr •]4 “t” .96
Non—Language Factors Handwriting
“r” .29, SEr .13, 2.05
Conclusions.—— The major purposes of this study have been to find the
range of the group in:
Intelligence
Achievement.





The findings derived from the analysis and interpretation of the data
involved in this study suggest the following conclusions:
1. The group was homogeneous in the performance on intelligence as
determined by statistical treatment of the test scores obtained by
the group of high school pupils of the Mitchell County Training
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School, Peiham, Georgia.
2. There is a significant difference in the group on the “Total
Mental Factors” of intelligence, but no significant differences
on achievement.
3. The two groups are more alike than different in all areas of
achievement.
Recomendatipns.— On the basis of the findings in this study, the
writer makes the following recommendations:
1. That the school use,more extensively,diagnostic procedures in
locating the pupils’ deficiencies, so that necessary corrective
and remedial measures can be taken
2. That all members of the staff place emphasis on the language
arts, in their respective courses, rather than place the entire
responsibility on the English Department
3. That the English Department place special emphasis on the com
ponents of the tests on which the pupils showed the greatest
amount of retardations, namely: Punctuation, Grammar, Parts of
Speech, Capitalization
4. That the school set up a comprehensive testing program
5. That the school institute an in—service program designed to
develop in the teachers the understanding and use of tests as a
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL AGES, MENTAL AGES,
QUOTIENTS AND GRADE PLACEMENTS OF THE THIRTY—EIGHT
T BOYS OF THE MITCHELL COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL,,










Gradev.A. ii.A. ..Q. “•• ‘•• L.Q.Placenient Placement
1 162 167 103 8.6 214 163 85 8.2
2 156 127 81 5.3 164 167 102 8.6
3 159 146 92 6.8 163 248 91 7.0
4 163 124 76 5.1 163 124 76 5.1
5 193 154 80 7.5 192 154 80 7.5
6 191 128 67 5.4 191 145 76 6.7
7 186 134 72 5.8 183 154 84 7.5
8 176 151 86 7.2 202 153 80 7.4
9 182 150 82 7.2 184 134 72 5.2
10 179 157 88 7.7 198 155 81 7.6
11 186 136 73 6.0
12 193 136 71 6.0
13 185 133 72 5.8
14 169 130 76 5.6
15 188 134 71 5.8
16 194 155 81 7.6
17 178 132 74 5.7
18 201 115 60 4.3
19 178 150 84 7.2
20 190 116 61 4.4
21 198 130 68 5.6
22 198 112 58 4.1
23 172 124 72 5.1
24 178 161 90 8.1
25 197 139 73 6.2
26 192 126 66 5.2
27 213 147 77 6.9
28 194 151 79 7.2
29 210 153 80 7.4
30 197 138 72 6.2
31 198 136 71 6.0
32 187 157 84 7.7
33 187 157 84 7.7
34 193 132 69 5.7
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TABLE 28 (CoNTINUED
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHBONOLOGICAL AG:&s, INTAL AGES, INThLIGENCE
QUOTIENTS ND GRMJE PLAGENENTS OF THE THIRTY—EIGHT GIRLS AND
TEN BOYS OF THE MITCHELL COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL, BASED ON




C.A. M.A. I.Q. Grade c..A. MA. I.Q. Grade
Placement Placement
35 207 119 62 4.7
36 202 123 64 5.0
37 215 138 72 6.2
38 202 138 72 6.2
Mean 188 138 75 185 134 74
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California Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST
The California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity, Intermediate (1950 S-Form) will be
found useful when time, convenience, or local
conditions make it necessary to use a one-period
mental test. It will provide as reliable a measure
ment and more diagnostic information than most
group intelligence tests in current use. However,
users of the Short-Form are encouraged to ex
amine the manuals and tests of the complete
California Test of Mental Maturity.
This test is ordinarily used in junior high school
grades. It is also usable with adults in the normal
range of mental ability, but the Advanced level
is recommended for professional or college level
adults.
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
The following two tests are designed to meas
ure the status of certain aspects of thinking which
involve orientation in space and the use of
spatial relations.
SENSING RIGHT AND LEFT — Test 1
Test 1 consists of 20 pictures of hands, feet,
gloves, etc., in various positions. These 20 items
are designed to reveal the individual’s ability to
orient himself in these situations by discriminating
between right and left.
MANIPULATION OF AREAS — Test 2
This test consists of 15 items which measure the
individual’s ability to use spatial imagery in mani
pulating spatial patterns of many different forms
and in many different positions.
LOGICAL REASONING
The simpler elements of logical reasoning are
involved in most educational as well as other
activities. In general, no matter how simple the
situation, wherever a problem requiring a de
cision or a choice of responses presents itself,
the simpler aspects of logical reasoning are
present.
SIMILARITIES — Test 3
This test consists of a total of 15 picture situa
tions. The first three pictures are alike in some
way. The individual determines the nature of this
likeness and then finds another picture among
the other four which is similar to the first three.
INFERENCE — Test 4
This test consists of 15 situations in which the
individual is given a major and a minor premise
and is required to select the logical outcome or
answer from the two premises.
NUMERICAL REASONING
Many factor analysis studies have yielded a
more or less independent factor of intelligence
variously called number factor, number facility,
or numerical reasoning. This ability involves
the recognition and use of likenesses and differ
ences, and the making of inferences with special
respect to quantitative or number situations and
problems.
NUMBER SERIES — Test 5
The first part of this test consists of 10 series
of numbers which increase or decrease according
to a principle which the individual must discover.
Each series contains one number which does not
belong. The individual must find and mark this
number. The second part consists of five number
series, with certain numbers missing which the
individual must supply.
NUMERICAL QUANTITY — Test 6
This test consists of 15 problems in quantitative
reasoning. The individual is given a numerical
situation in each case together with a question to
which he must find the answer.
VERBAL CONCEPTS — Test 7
This test measures much more than mere con
nections between symbols and the realities for
which they stand. Ideas and meanings begin
as perceptions which enter consciousness through
the senses; if they are remembered, they may
function in many relationships, spatial or non-
spatial in nature, and they may be enriched and
refined through use in logical and numerical
situations. They finally emerge as concepts
which are useful in thinking.
This test consists of 100 words (the key word
and the word which must be selected in each
case). Each of these 100 words must be properly
identified in order to obtain the correct response.
The key words are identified by matching them
with the word of the same meaning selected from
four words which are listed in each case.
c
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Test of Mental Maturity
USES OF TEST RESULTS
Some of the ways in which intelligence or
mental maturity may be defined are: brightness,
mental power, ability to understand relationships,
ability to profit from experience. Early students
thought that it could be measured on a vertical
scale like pupil height.
However, it was soon discovered that individ
uals with identical mental ages or intelligence
quotients did not have the same abilities and did
not succeed equally well.
Thorndike and others pointed out that this con
cept was too simple and among the new dimen
sions or aspects of intelligence which they sug
gested were the speed with which an individual
works and the difficulty of the tasks which he can
perform. These and other contributions led to
extensive factor analysis studies which seem to
indicate that intelligence consists of a number of
relatively independent factors.
In measuring evidences af intelligence, a score
is first obtained either from a whole test or from
some major part of a test. This score is then ex
pressed in terms of a mental age. Mental age
means mental ability equal to that possessed by
the average or typical individual of a given age
group. Thus if a large representative number of
pupils who were 12 years, 6 months old
chronologically made an average score of 130 on a
particular intelligence test, any other individual
who subsequently made a score of 130 on this in
telligence test would be said to have a mental
age of 12 years, 6 months.
Another measure is also used in designating
intelligence; namely, the Intelligence Quotient
(I.Q.). The Intelligence Quotient is obtained by
dividing the Mental Age by the Actual or Chron
ological Age. It is therefore a ratio and shows
the rate at which a particular individual is devel
oping mental ability. Thus the individual who is
$ years old chronologically but has a mental age
of 10 years has an I.Q. of 125 and is developing
at a rate 25% faster than the average child.
This particular test is standardized so that the
average I.Q. of an unselected population at the
intermediate level is 100 for grades 7 and 8, 101.5
for grade 9, and 103 for grade 10. This means
that we merely assign these I.Q.’s to the average
of each of these groups. The Intelligence Quotient
may also be used to find the probable mental age
of a person, when no new test data are available,
by multiplying it by the chronological or actual
age at any given time.
Descriptive
I. Q. Classification
130 & above Very superior 3%
115-129 Superior 12%
100-114 High average 35%
85- 99 Low average 35%
70- 84 Inferior 12%
Below 70 Very inferior 3%
In general, the higher the score, mental age,
or intelligence quotient, the more complex,
abstract, and difficult the task or problem which
an individual can handle. Mental ability is one
of the most significant factors in educational and
in occupational adjustment. Frequently, the level
of intelligence is the controlling factor in success.
Care must be observed in using the I.Q. before
age 16. Mental ages indicate the level of intelli
gence or ability at a given time. In business, in
dustry, and in school tasks, the mental age require
ments are often known. It is thus possible to as
sign tasks to individuals which are appropriate
to their mental ability.
However, two individuals having approximate
ly the same I.Q. may have very different mental
ages. A pupil in the second grade with an I.Q.
of 125 cannot do as difficult tasks as a pupil in
the sixth grade with an I.Q. of 125. The pupil in
the 2nd grade may have a mental age of 10 years,
whereas the pupil in the 6th grade would prob
ably have a mental age of 15 years. Comparisons
between individuals who are both more than 16
years of age chronologically can usually be made
with I.Q.’s as well as M.A.’s.
Up until the age of 16 it is advisable to use
M.A. in predicting achievement. In other words,
what a given individual up to this age ought to
do can be told more accurately from his mental
age than his intelligence quotient.
PART
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However, measures of capacity or intelligence
should never be used (Continued on page 7.)
1 The above distributions end percentages apply only to those tests
such as the California Test of Mental Maturity and California Capacity
Questionnaire which have provided for a normal, rather than skewed,
distribution of mental ages and l.Q.’s. They would not apply in the
cases of several intelligence tests which have arbitrarily allotted certain
scores to higher mental ages without consideration of the normal
probability curve, or which do not have a standard deviation of 16
points for a normal distribution of l.Q.’s.
See also last paragraph on page 8.
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For more accurate information on chronological
age-grade placement relationships, see the Grade
Placement and Age Norms which appear in all
manuals of the California Achievement Tests.
First locate chronological age in one of the
columns headed Av. C.A. (mos.) (or Age in
Months) and then find the corresponding grade
placement in the first column.
Actual grade placement is determined by add
ing to the examinee’s grade, the following frac







Where schools have annual promotions only,
ignore the Low Section and High Section captions.
10. Mental Ages fM.A.’s) are found by using
the norms on page 20 of this manual in the fol
lowing manner: To find Mental Age for Total
Mental Factors, locate the examinee’s score for
Total Mental Factors in one o the columns
headed, Total Mental Factors; the corresponding
Mental Age in months is found directly to the left
in the first column. Mental Ages for Language
Factors and Non-Language Factors are found
similarly by locating the examinee’s scores in
the 4th and 5th columns from the left and reading
the corresponding Mental Ages in months in the
first column.
11. Intelligence Quotients (I.Q.’s) are found
by dividing each of the three Mental Ages (M.A.
in months) by the examinee’s Chronological Age
(C.A. in months). However, for all individuals
16 years of age or older, 192 months is used as
a divisor.’
12. The Diagnostic Profile presents, graph
ically, evidences of the maturity or development
of each examinee in four specific factors. It is
easily completed by locating examinee M.A.’s
and other data on the light and heavy-rule scales
to the right of the Scores, as illustrated on the
sample profile. For example, the examinee in
this case obtained a score of 23 in Spatial Relation
ships. This score is next located on the heavy
rule to the right. The Mental Age (in months
or years and months) to which this score cor
responds may then be read directly above or
below on th? heavy rules. In the illustration the
Mental Age is approximately 174 months. The
Mental Age equivalents of each major division
and each sub-test may be obtained in the same
manner.
After the test scores, the M.A.’s, and the C.A.’s
have been entered in the appropriate boxes
under the heading, Summary of Data, and the
,LQ.’s have been computed, these I.Q.’s can be
used for making comparisons and predictions by
locating them in the table of I.Q. percentile norms
for various populations on page 19 of this manual.
The resulting percentile ranks can then be entered
in the appropriate boxes below the line.
Thus the examinee whose scores are charted
on the sample profile had a Total Mental Factors
I.Q. of 95, a Language Factors I.Q. of 90 and a
Non-Language Factors I.Q. of 102.
To compare this examinee with 11th graders
it is necessary to locate these I.Q.’s in the column
headed, 11th Grade I.Q.’s. This examinee has per
centile ranks of 30, 20, and 50, respectively, when
compared to 11th graders in Total, Language,
and Non-Language Factors. If it is desired to
compare this examinee with college freshmen it
is necessary to locate his three I.Q.’s in the column
headed, College Freshmen I.Q.’s. Thus it is found
that this examinee has percentile ranks of 10, 5,
and 30, respectively, in Total, Language, and
Non-Language Factors when compared with col
lege freshmen.
Ordinarily an examiner might care to compare
this examinee with only one or two other groups.
However, in the illustration he has been compared
with all of the groups on page 19, and his cor
responding percentile ranks have been entered
to the right of the profile.
Care must be observed in interpreting mental
age equivalents of factors and sub-tests. Pro
vision is made for obtaining them merely to
reveal the results of administering this test to
thousands of examinees. Mental ages and I.Q.’s
of examinees should be computed only on the
Total Mental Factors, the Language Factors, and
the Non-Language Factors scores.
13. The Percentile Ranks just to the right of the
profile are obtained by using the tables for each
age group appearing on page 17, 18, anc 19 of
this manual. Care must be observed in selecting
the correct age table.
USES OF TEST RESULTS (continued from page 5)
alone, but should be considered in relation to
other factors. One should not attempt to predict
individual achievement from mental test data
alone any more than one would attempt to judge
an automobile on the basis of a single measure,
such as height, weight, length, or horse-power.
The work of calculating l.Q.’s has been done for the convenience of
test users in the Age and l.Q. Calculator, Los Angeles: California Test
Bureau. Price, $1.50.
LANGUAGE AND NON-LANGUAGE DATA
Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5 are presented with a
minimum use of language. Tests 4, 6, and 7 are
presented in language form.
The language test data are particularly useful
in indicating how well the individual understands
relationships expressed in words, such as instruc
tions, conference discussions, statements of logical
















Test of Mental Maturity
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE EXAMINER
This test is primarily analytical and diagnostic
but it also yields standardized test data including
the customary M.A.’s and I.Q.’s.
TIME LIMITS
This is a power rather than a speed test.* How
ever, the time limits should be observed. They
are ample for examinees to reach the practical
limits of their abilities, and the test should be com
pleted in one ordinary period. In many instances
classes of advanced or bright examinees will com
plete a test section in less than the specified time.
In such instances the examiner should proceed
without waiting for the specified time to elapse.
Time should not, of course, be counted on any
sub-test until examinees actually begin to work.
It should be remembered that the time limits
suggested for this test include only actual testing
time. In addition to this, the examiner must allow
sufficient time for giving directions, making ex
planations when necessary, and for passing out
and collecting the test materials.
CAUTION AGAINST COACHING
It is important that examinees understand
clearly the manner in which they are expected
to indicate their responses. However, the exam
iner should remember that he is giving a test, and
not directing a learning activity; therefore, the
correct response should in no way be indicated
for any item except in the practice exercises.
The California Short-Form Test of Mental Ma
turity is so designed that the same test booklet
is used regardless of whether answers are to be
marked on the test booklet, on machine-scoring
answer sheets, or on the SCOREZE answer sheet.
However, the directions differ somewhat in the
methods of administration. If answers are to be
marked on test booklets, use the directions which
follow immediately after this paragraph. If
answers are to be marked on machine-scoring
answer sheets, or on the SCOREZE answer sheet,








1 test booklet — California Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity
1 ordinary lead pencil with eraser attached
1 eraser (if not attached to pencil)
1 sheet of scratch paper
In addition, for the examiner:
extra pencils
extra erasers
extra copy of test booklet —
for demonstration purposes, if necessary
stop watch, or watch or wall clock with second
hand.
After checking to see that all xaminees have
pencils, erasers, and scratch paper, distribute the
test booklets face-up.
From this point on, certain parts of these direc
tions are printed in this different type face. These
parts are to be read to the examinees.
Burtt, Harold Piincples of Employment Psychology, Harper, 1942,
p. 138.
when answers are marked
on test booklets
SAY: You will notice that at the bottom of the
front cover-page of the test booklet which
you have just been given, it says: Instructions
to Examinees. Read these instructions silently
while I read them aloud. The instructions are:
This is a mental maturity test. In taking it
you will show how well you understand re
lationships and what you do when you face
new problems. No one is expected to do the
whole test correctly, but you should answer
as many items as you can. Work as lost as
you can without making mistakes. Do not
write or mark on this test booklet unless told
to do so by the examiner. Now turn the test
booklet over. Notice in the light space in the
upper right-hand corner that there are lines
for your name, grade, age, and so on. Write
this information on these three lines.
Note the space set off by parentheses in the
middle of the third line for identifying data. This
space is provided for teachers or examiners who
wish examinees to indicate their section, class.
home room, organization, etc., in order to facilitate








b should be written on the answer line to the
right. Do it now. Now do the others from
66 to 80 in the same way.
After 7 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it back
to Test 6.
TEST 6
Suggested time limit, 10 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 6 are: Work these
problems on a sheet of scratch paper. Mark
as you are told the letter of each correct an
swer. When you have finished page 8, turn
your test booklet over, and continue on page 9.
Look at Sample G and read the problem:
If you earned $5.00 and spent $3.00, how many
dollars would you have left? The correct an
swer is $2.00 so the letter b should be written
on the line to the right. Do it now. Do 81
to 95 in the same way. Ready, begin.
After 10 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it back
to Test 7.
TEST 7
Suggested time limit, 10 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 7 are: Mark as you
are told the number of the word that means
the same or about the same as the first word.
1 Look at Sample H. The first word is blos
som. The word that means about the same is
- ‘flower. Flower has a small 3 in front of it,
so the number 3 should be written on the line
to the right. Do it now. Now do the others
from 96 to 145 in the same way. Ready, begin.
After 10 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Put your pencil down.
First collect all scratch paper, so that examinees
will not carry away test items or other information
which may tend to invalidate the test for further
use with these examinees. The examiner should
check by counting if necessary, to see that all
scratch paper distributed has been returned.








1 test booklet — California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity (1950 S-Form)
1 machine-scoring answer sheet No. 1991,
Or C.T.B. SCOREZE answer sheet No. 110
(identifiable in the lower right-hand cor
ner of page 1).
1 electrographic pencil with attached eraser
(an ordinary pencil with attached eraser is
adequate if answer sheets are not to be
scored with an I.B.M. test-scoring machine).
1 sheet of scratch paper
In addition, for the examiner:
extra pencils
extra erasers
extra copy of test booklet and answer sheet
— for demonstration purposes, if necessary
stop watch, or watch or wall clock with sec
ond hand.
First check to see that all examinees have pen
cils, erasers, and scratch paper.
From this point on, certain parts of these direc
tions are printed in this different type face. These
parts are to be read to examinees.
SAY: I am about to give you some answer sheets.
Do not crease or fold them in any way. To do
so might lower your mark if they are scored
with on electrical test-scoring machine.
Next distribute the appropriate answer sheets,
either (1) machine-scoring answer sheet No.
1991; or (2) the C. T. B. SCOREZE answer sheet
(No. 110).
SAY: Look at the part of your answer sheet that
has name, date, age, etc., printed on it. Write
in the information that is called for.
Note the space set off by parentheses in the
middle of the second line for identifying data.
This space is provided for teachers or examiners
who wish examinees to indicate their section,
class, home room, organization, etc., in order to
facilitate the handling of data and test booklets
after tests have been scored.
The examiner should check to see that exam
inees have completed the identifying data prop
erly.
Emphasize the next direction to examinees.
Illustrate the routine for changing a mark on the
blackboard.
SAY: The general directions for recording your an
swers on this answer sheet are: Mark on this
answer sheet under the number or letter of
the answer you have decided is correct. Make
each mark as long as the pair of dotted lines
and move the pencil up and down firmly to
make a heavy black line. If you make a mis
take or wish to change an answer, do it this
way: FIRST MAKE AN X ACROSS THE
WRONG ANSWER. THEN MAKE A HEAVY
BLACK MARK FOR THE ANSWER THAT
YOU THINK IS CORRECT. AFTER YOU HAVE
MARKED THE NEW ANSWER, ERASE THE
OLD ANSWER AND THE X COMPLETELY.
ANY QUESTIONS?
SAY: I am now going to give each of you a copy
of the test booklet. Do not write or mark on
it in any way.
Distribute the California Short-Form Test of
Mental Maturity, Intermediate, face-up.
SAY: You will notice that at the bottom of the
front cover of the test booklet which you have




omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the right, and mark its letter as
you are told. When you have finished as
many as you can from 66 to 75, read the
Directions in the middle of the page and pro
ceed with rows 76 to 80.
Now look at Sample F which contains the
numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 14. You
will notice that if one number were taken out,
each number would be two larger than the
one before it. Which number is it? Yes, 9.
The numbers should be 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and
14. Notice that the number that does not
belong, 9, appears among the answers to the
right and that it has a small b in front of it.
Now find answer row F on your answer
sheet. Since the correct answer for Sample
F is b, make a black line under the b in answer
row F. Now do as many as you can from 66
to 80 in the same way. Ready, begin.
After 7 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it bock to
Test 6.
TEST 6
Suggested time limit, 10 minutes
SAY: The directions for lest 6 are: Work these
problems on a sheet of scratch paper. Mark
as you are told the letter of each correct
answer. When you have finished page 8, turn
your booklet over and continue on page 9.
Look at Sample G and read the problem:
If you earn $5.00 and spend $3.00, how many
dollars will you have left? The correct an
swer is $2.00. Notice that this correct answer,
$2.00, has a small b in front of it.
Now find answer row G on your answer
sheet. Since the letter, b, appears in front
of the correct answer, $2.00, make a black
mark under the b in answer row G. Now do
as many as you can from 81 to 95 in the
same way. Ready, begin.
After 10 minutes,




SAY: The directions for Test 7 are: Mark as you
are told the number of the word that means
the same or about the same as the first word.
Look at Sample H. The first word is
blossom. The word that means about the
same is flower. Flower has a small 3 in front
of it.
Now find answer row H on your answer
sheet. Since the correct answer, flower, has
a small 3 in front it, make a black mark under
the 3 in answer row H. Now do the others
from 96 to 145 in the same way. Ready, begin.
After 10 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Put your pencil down.
First collect all scratch paper, so that examinees
will not carry away test items or other information
which may tend to invalidate the test for further
use with these examinees. The examiner should
check by counting, if necessary, to see that all
scratch paper distributed has been returned.
SAY: Now look at the test booklet. Did you make
any accidental dots or marks on it? If so,
erase them.
After sufficient time has elapsed,
SAY: Now hand in your test booklet.
Count the test booklets to be sure you have
the right number.
SAY: Now inspect your answer sheet. Are all your
marks heavy black lines? If not, go over the
light ones and blacken them well. Have you
made any accidental dots or marks? If so,
erase them. Are any of your erasures untidy?
If you changed any answers, did you erase
the wrong ones and the X’s completely? Make
your answer sheet clean and neat.
After sufficient time has elapsed,
SAY: Now hand in your answer sheet.
Count the answer sheets to be sure that you
have the right number.
If you have given out electrographic pencils.
collect and count them next.
TEST 7
Suggested time limit, 10 minutes
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and align them with the respective entry
blanks on the profile.
6. Copy these numbers in the appropriate
places on the Diagnostic Profile.
7. Complete the profile.
NORMS
The original standardization of each form of
the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
was based on 25,000 cases for which control data
from other standardized tests were available.
Since that time these norms have been checked
against over 100,000 additional cases for many of
which control data were available. Only a few
minor adjustments had to be made as a result of
these checks.
In their final form the norms for the California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, Intermediate,
have been based on a controlled (stratified)
sampling of over 125,000 cases which constituted
a normal distribution of mental ability, typical
age-grade relationships, and other characteristics
as follows:
1. The median I.Q. for grades 7 and 8 was
100; and for grade 9, 101.5. The standard
deviation of I.Q.’s was 16 points for grades
7 and 8; and for grade 9, 15.5.
2. Seventy per cent of the students were mak
ing normal progress through the grades;
about 20 per cent were retarded one-half
year or more; and 10 per cent were accel
erated one-half year or more.
3. About 85 per cent of the population was
Caucasian and the remainder was Mexi
can, Negro, and other minority groups.
MENTAL AGE AND INTELLIGENCE
GRADE PLACEMENT NORMS
These norms represent the average (median
test scores) of the standardization population
described above. In using the mental age norms,
the examiner simply locates the particular score
which the student obtained in Total Mental
Factors, Language Factors, or Non-Language
Factors in the columns on page 20 of this manual
and then notes the corresponding numbers in the
Mental Age columns. Age and/or grade norms
make possible the interpretation of the individual’s
score by relating it to the average (median)
mental ability of a large group.
PERCENTILE NORMS
Percentile norms provide a means for making
comparisons between individuals in the same
age groups. If an individual obtains a percen
tile rank of 25 it indicates that he surpasses 25%
and is surpassed by 75 of the individuals of
that group.
In using the tables of percentile norms for
scores of various mental factors, the examiner first
locates the table for the individual’s correct
chronological age. Thus an individual with a
chronological age between 132 and 143 months
who obtained a score of 20 on spatial relationships
has obtained a percentile rank of 70; an individual
8. Tear the machine-scoring part of the an
swer sheet from the other half. (If only one
profile is being made, this step has already
been completed.)
of the same age who has made a score of be
tween 65 and 70 on Total Mental Factors has a
percentile rank of 80.
For convenience in interpretation, all scores
are assigned the percentile ranks of the mid
point of the range of percentile ranks in which
they are located. For example, a percentile rank
of 70 is assigned to all scores which are located
between percentile points 65.0 to 74.9.
PERCENTILE RANKS OF I.Q.’s FOR
VARIOUS POPULATIONS
In addition to the percentile norms for the
chronological age groups normally found at the
intermediate level, percentile ranks of I.Q.’s for
various populations are also presented on page
19. Once a student’s Total Mental Factors I.Q.,
Language Factors I.Q., and Non-Language Fac
tors I.Q. are known, such a student may be com
pared with any of the populations included in the
table, beginning with Normal Population, Ninth
Graders, or any other group up to College Grad
uates, by locating his I.Q.’s in the appropriate
group and then reading his percentile rank from
the percentile scale on the left-hand side of the
page. Thus a student with a Total Mental Fac
tors, Language Factors, or Non-Language Factors
1.0. of 108 would be at the 60th percentile when
compared with 9th graders, at the 40th percentile
when compared with college freshmen, but at the
10th percentile when compared with college
graduates.
DIFFERENCES IN ACHIEVEMENT TO BE
EXPECTED OF GROUPS WITH VARYING
MEDIAN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
The average achievement of various schools
and classroom groups in fundamental learning
skills as measured by the California Achievement
Test Series should be evaluated in relation to
average intelligence quotients of the groups. For
this reason a table on achievement test data in
relation to 1.0. medians, based on over 100 school
surveys, is presented.
The tabulation on page 16 shows what variation
in median achievement may be expected above
and below the test norms for class or grade groups
possessing various median intelligence quotients.
Median achievement variations from the norms
are shown in fractions of a year above C +) and
below (—) the test norms for individuals of aver
age ability.
Thus an 8th grade class with a median 1.0. of
105 should be expected to obtain a median score
in reading one-half year above norm; a 9th
grade class with a median 1.0. of 97 may be ex
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY—I NTERMEDIATE—’50 S-FORM
I.Q.’s FOR VARIOUS POPULATIONS








ZI’ Zil II II jII -ill
99 136+ 136+ 137+ 138+ 140+ 148+ 150+ 156+
95 124-135 124-135 125-136 127-137 129-139 135-147 137-149 146-155
90 118-123 119-123 120-124 121-126 123-128 128-134 130-136 138-145
80 113-117 114-118 115-119 116-120 118-122 123-127 126-129 134-137
70 108-112 109-113 110-114 111-115 113-117 118-122 121-125 130-133
60 103-107 104-108 106-109 107-110 108-112 113-117 117-120 127-129
50 98-102 99-103 101-105 102-106 103-107 109-112 113-116 124-126
40 93-97 94-98 96-100 97-101 98-102 105-108 109-112 121-123
30 88-92 91-93 92-95 93-96 94-97 102-104 105-108 117-120
20 83-87 87-90 88-91 89-92 90-93 99-101 102-104 113-116
10 77-82 78-86 79-87 80-88 81-89 94-98 97-101 108-112
5 65-76 66-77 68-78 70-79 73-80 88-93 91-96 100-107
1 64— 65— 67— 69— 72— 87— 90— 99—
Median 100.0 101.5 103.0 104.0 105.0 110.0 114.5 125.0














A Intermediate BatteryGrades 7, 8, and 9
PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS—INTERMEDIATE BATTERY Form A’
(Diagnostic Tests Keyed to the Curriculum)
Devised by Ernest W. Tiegs and Willis W. Clark.




(Chart pupil’s scores here) cent
Possi- Grade Grade Placement ole
ESl S-IJB.JECT ble Pupil’s Place— rIhIIIIltlPII
11531k
Score Score ment
40 50 6.0 7.0 80 9.0 10.0 11.0
Reading Vocabulary . . 90 15 0 2 30 35
14Q
45 50 55 60 65 70
751
8 8 —
4 5 9 18 II 12 13 14 II 16 17 II 19 22 21 22A. Mathematics . . . . 22 , I
2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20B. Science 23 ....,, I I I I I I
Z 3 4 5 6 7 ID II 12 13 14 15 16 17 10 19 20 21 22
C. Social Science . . . . 23 — ....,,,. I I
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
D. General 22 —. I I I I I I I
______ ______
9 IZ 1518 20 22 25 27 30 33 35 37 40 42 44 46 50
p I I I I 1111 I I I —
2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9 10
4 5 6 7 8 9 II II 12 13
5 7 8 10 II 12 14 18 19 22 24 25 26 27
___ ____
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 710 120 135
I I I II I I I. I I I I I I I I
_
346811012 1_18_20_22 26 30__32__36_38_4_44
12345678 9 10 II 12 13 14
I I I I
I 23496 8918 11 12 13
I 11111 I I I
2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 II 11 12 13
5 1? 15 202530 354045 50 556? 65 70 75 7 —
3 4 5 7 8 9 1011 1213 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
24 30 3,5 40 45 50 55 6 65 70 75 8d 85 901 1
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
I Z 3 4 5 6 7 0 9
1011 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 II 12 14 16 17 18
2 3 9 7 9 11 15 20 25 27 29
6 7 8 9 10 II 12 14
L Reading Comprehension . 55
E. Following Directions . . 10_ .
F. Reference Skills . . . 15
G. Interpretations . . . . 30
__
.
TOTAL READING . . . 145
I. Arithmetic Reasoning . 55
_
A. Number Concepts . . 15. .
B. Symbols and Rules . 15 .
C. Numbers and Equations 10__ .
D. Problems 15_ .
L Arithmetic Fundamentals 20
E. Addition 20 - — .
F. Subtraction 20 -— .
G. Multiplication 20___ .
H. Division 20. .
TOTAL ARITHMETIC
. Language 110
A. Capitalization _ .
B. Punctuation 10 .
C. Words and Sentences 20 — .
D. Parts of Speech . . 20
E. Spelling 30_ — .
F. Handwriting 15_ .
tOTAL
1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 10 19 20
I 1111 I I I I
l23456789l0fll2I314I5 16 17 18 19
ii I I I I Irr1 I
1 2 3466789101112 13 14 15 16 17 8 19
735
__ __
1101520 130 40 0 60 170 80 90 1101 120 l2
111111 I I I I I I I I —
390
_
50 80 115 735 10 785 2d5 225 25 265 28 300 32b 335 35
I
I I I I I I I I —
40 50 .1o 70 8.10 90 1.0 11’.O
II 1111111 11111111 111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II 1111,1,1
Grade Placement
Copyright, 1934, 1937, 1943, by California Test Bureau. Copyright under International Copy
right Union. All Rights Reserved under Pan-American Copyright Union. Published by
California Test Bureau. 5916 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, California. Printed in USA.
TEST 1. SEC. B
Directions: Underline the word which means the
opposite or about the opposite of the first word. Write
its number on the line to the right.
0. large 1 rich 2 small gone away 2 0
1. spring matter 2 rivulet
autumn year
2. natural - increase 2 artificial
spread ‘ accidental
3. melt 1 freeze 2 human
permit 4 farther
4. constant 1 attack 2 grade
variable stuff












1 cluster 2 naught
ginger colonial
1 badge 2 dell
3 dye 4 madman




15. transparent 1 inclination 2 opaque
studied shawl 1 i
1 patter 2 expend
janitor ‘ identify I 0
1 eccentric 2 diary
soot ‘ annihilate 1 7
1 plush 2 minor
huff ‘ fertile 1 8
1 origin 2 faucet
engraver countess 19
1 agnostic 2 cogitation
quiescent agrarian 2t)
1 gel-rn 2 sterile
tank ‘ separate 21
1 hereditary 2 environmental
deaf ‘1 reduction 22
1 shorten 2 synthesis
concrete amalgamate =23














TEST 1. SEC. A.
Directions: Underline the word which means the
opposite or aboit the opposite of the first word. Write
is number on the line to the right.
0. large 1 rich 2 small gone away 2 0
1. add 1 about 2 house
subtract sometime 1
2. whole 1 item 2 sweet
part lower
3. even 1 rapid 2 regular
ponje odd
4. purchase 1 spoke 2 sale
market cloud
5. total 1 fraction 2 carriage
native treasure
6. advance 1 autumn 2 decrease
cottage 1 model
7. addition 1 victory 2 review
subtraction hammer
8. unknown 1 neglect 2 property
drum “ known
9. domestic 1 foreign 2 election
contrary 4 perish
10. divisor 1 plunge 2 submit
line multiplier 11)
11. similar ‘ publish 2 unlike
reveal burden 11
12. irregular 1 ashore 2 systematic
countenance 4 hymn 12
13. fraction I parrot 2 paddle
spacious ‘ integer 13
14. equality 1 inequality 2 scandal
rely pare 14
15. creditor 1 meridian 2 debtor
expand ‘ dough 15
16. wholesale I coral 2 ascribe
fleecy ‘ retail __1 0
17. concave 1 flaw 2 convex
discretion ‘ caramel 1 7
18. annex I casket 2 balloon
separate ‘ adult 18
19. assessment 1 reduction 2 efface
3 dividend loom 19
20. bisect 1 binomial 2 double
reduce 1 increase 20
21. base 1 surface 2 diagonal
altitude ‘ contents 21
22. asset 1 expense 2 statement
gain ‘ liability 22


























TEST 2. SEC. E
Read the following directions. Do as you are told
in each case. Underline the answer and write the num
ber (or letter) of the answer on the line to the right.
Read the following names:
Mary Louis Roger Elizabeth
The first letters of the boys names
are
1 ML 2 RE LR 4 ME
Write the number of the answer here:
2. Read these numbers:
5 1 0 6 7 4.5 9 8 0
The third number after the six is
a7 h5 c9 d
Write the letter of the answer here:
3. The area of a triangle is found by
multiplying the base by the al
titude. Find the area, or the num
ber of square feet, in a triangle
which has a base of 4 feet and an
altitude of 3 feet. The answer is
a6 ‘12 c4 (12
4. Latitude is the distance north or
south from the equator. In the fol
lowing ship’s reading, the letter
preceding the statement which in
dicates latitude is
(a) West 80 24’ 20”
(b) North 2° 48’ 10”




5. American is the proper adjective
derived from the proper noun
America. The number of the word
which is the proper adjective of
the proper notin Arabia is
1 Arabia’s 2 Arabia Arabian
6. Regular adverbs are formed by
adding ly to the adjectives, such as
beautiful, beautifully. The num
ber of the word which gives the
adverb formed by the regular ad
jective sweet is
1 sWeetly 2 sweetest sweeter
Go right on to the next column.
6
7. The word full used as a suffix
drops one I; as cup, cupful. The
number of the word which has the
word full added as a suffix to the
word mouth is
1 full 2 mouthful mouth full
_________
7
8. Nouns ending in y. when the y is
preceded by a vowel, form the pin
ral regularly by adding s; as, mon
key, monkeys. The number of the
word which forms the plural of
donkey is
1 Donkeys 2 Donkey : Donkey’s





2 teaspoonfuls baking powder
Take the flour, salt, and baking
powder and sift together; mix in
the lard thoroughly; add the milk;
roll the dough out about one-half
inch thick and cut with a biscuit
cutter. Bake in a hot oven about
twelve minutes. The number of
the item which is the fourth thing
to be used in mixing the above
recipe is
1 milk 2 lard 3 salt
“baking powder
10. The length of the diagonal line in
a rectangle is found by adding the
square of the base to the square of
the altitude and then extracting
the square root of this sum. The
letter which indicates the length
in inches of the diagonal of a rect
angle whose base is 8 inches and
whose altitude is 6 inches is
(Eight squared is 64, 6 squared is
36, and 10 is the square root of
100.)




Sec. E. Score (numbei right)
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Read this story:
TEST 2. SEC. G
After the Revolutionary \Var, America was
thrown upon her OWfl economic and social re
sources. Some of the problems are particu
larly well illustrated by the textile industry.
In the early days it was (lithcult for A;ner—
ica to make much )rogress or to compete with
England in this field. England would not
allow machinery or models of machines to be
exported, and discouraged their skilled me
chanics from leaving their own country.
However, in 1789, Samuel Slater, who had
previously worked in an English factory,
came to Rhode Island and built the first
power cotton spinning mill in Atnerica. He
has been called the “Father of American
Manufacturing.”
Even with the aid of such a man as Slater
the textile industry developed very slowly.
Fifteen years after the first cotton mill was
built, there were only four cotton mills in
America. The passing of the Embargo Act
of 1807 and the War of 1812 stimulated
manufacturing temporarily, hut the close of
the War of 1812 was followed by a slump in
American industry which gave rise to addi
tional protective tariff laws.
During the Civil War, manufacturing of
textiles was greatly hindred because of lack
of raw materials. However, after 1865 a new
industrial era began. Many mechanical im
provements were made and “mass produc
tion” was instituted. Before long the United
States had advanced to first rank among tex
tile—producing nations. She has held this
position until recent years, when foreign com
petition appears to have become a very im
portant factor.
Draw a line tinder the correct answer. Write its
number on the line to the right.
1. The best title for the story is
I textiles raw materials
:t communication
2. Samuel Slater built a
cotton gin 2 telegraph
spinning mill
3. In 1805, there were the following
number of cotton mills
1 two 2 four ten twenty
Go right on to the next coLumn.
5. i\lechanical improvements were
responsible for
1 110 production 2 limited
production mass production
6. The textile industry includes
1 mining agriculture
manufacture of cloth 6
7. England affected the early devel
opment of the textile industry in
the United States by
i encouragement 2 hindrance
financing
Read this story:
The fish is the lowest of the five large
classes of vertebrates. The principal charac
teristics of a fish are: It is cold-blooded,
breathes by means of gills, lays eggs, and
lives in the water. It has a bony skeleton and
a wedge—shaped hotly which is covered with
overlapping scales. There are, however, nu
;nerous variations from the typical fish. For
example, the catfish has no scales, the climb
ing perch can climb trees, and the flying fish
can rise otit of the water for gliding flight.
At the present time there are about 13,000
known species of fish found in great abund
ance and variety in oceans, lakes, and rivers
throughout the world. Records show that, in
a single year, the number of fresh fish and
shell fish caught in the five leading states and








Many varieties of fish are of great economic
value. Such fish as salmon and tuna ire very
popular and are therefore more expensive,
even though they do not have as high food
I value as cheaper fish, such as herring, codY
and mackerel. These cheaper fish compare
Go right on to the next page.
TEST 2. SEC. G (Continued)
4. The Embargo Act of 1807 was a












TEST 2. SEC. G (Continued)
Read this story:
THE TELEGRAPH
TEST 2. SEC. G (Continued)
Read the eight statements below. You are to select
the best title br each of the four paragraphs of the
story, Write its number on the line to the right.
STATEMENTS
For eleven years Samuel Morse had been
trying to interest someone in his invention of
the telegraph, and endured great poverty in
attempting to carry out the experimentation.
Finally, in 1843, Congress appropriated
$30,0t)0.00 for this purpose, and Morse was
enabled to make rapid progress in the devel
opment of telegraphy.
In the spring of 1844, when the political
parties were holding their conventions, the
telegraph was ready for practical aI)plication.
Fle was able to notify the candidates and the
people in Washington of the results of the
conventions before they were able to secure
the information otherwise. This aroused public
interest, and there was a general realization
of the remarkable accomplishment. From that
time forward the telegraph system grew with
astounding rapidity, and covered the entire
world within thirty years.
At first the telegraph was mechanically
complicated, but with constant research the
instruments became simpler. During recent
times, however, with the complexities of mod
ern life, the system has become somewhat in
volved. Every city has an intricate system
of telegraph wires underneath the surface of
the streets, and even the continents are con
nected by cables in the ocean.
The development of the telegraph has
brought the world closer together by provid
ing a method whereby ideas and messages of
the entire world may be brought within the
reach of all in a minimum of time. This
process has been greatly accelerated by recent
improvements in wireless telegraphy.
Write the number of the correct answer on the line
to the right.
21. An appropriation consists of
1 congratulations 2 money
inventions 21
22. An intricate system is
1 complicated antique radical
Go right on to the next column.
1. Wider use of telegraphy
2. Communication of words
3. The inventor’s struggle
4. Congress and elections
5. Effects of telegraphy
6. Ideas and messages
7. The practical demonstration
8. Necessity
The best title for the first para
graph is statement:
1 2 3 4 5
25. The best title for the third para
graph is statement:
1 2 3 4 5
26. The best title for the fourth para
graph is:
4 5 6 7 $
‘The following items or things are






The order in which these develop
ments occurred is as follows:
27. Complex system was:
1st 2nd 3r(l 4th
28. Mechanically corn plicateci instru
ments were:
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
29. Wireless telegraphy was:
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
30. Simpler instruments were:

















Sec. G. Score (number right)
TEST 3. SEC. D
Directions: Work these problems. Write each answer
n the line to the right.
In a class room there were 6 rows
of desks with 7 desks in each row.
Foi desks were removed from the
room. How many desks were
left?
2. Jack bought a used automobile for
$75.00. He paid $15.Ot) clown and
is to pay the rest in twelve equal
payments. How much will each
payment be?
3. May weighs 95 pounds, Sally
weighs 85 pounds, and Jane
weighs 120 pounds. What is their
average weight in potinds?
4. How many square feet are there
in a schoolroom blackboard which
is 4 feet wide and 12 feet long?
1
4
5. A box is 10 inches long. 6 inches
wide, and 4 inches deep. How
many cubic inches does it con
tain?
6. Find the area of a parallelogram
having a base of 2t) in. and an alti
tude of 8 in.
6
7. Find the area of a triangle having
a base of 20 in. and an altitu(le of
12 in.
8. When the scale of a map is “<‘ in.
= 20 mi.’ how many miles apart
are two cities that are represented
on a map as 1’/ in. apart?
Go right on to the next column.
S
9. Dick, Harry, and James together
received $50.00. Dick received
$15.00, Harry received $25.00, and
James received $10.00. What per
cent of the $5t).t)() did each re
ceive?
I)ick—— —-—- —
Harry— - — -—
James— —
10. Frank earned $16.00 and saved
$8.t)0 of it. What per cent (11(1 he
save?
10
11. A man received seven per cent
interest on a loan of $200.t)0 for
one year. How much interest did
he receive?
11
12. Helen missed 3 problems on a test
but did 85% of them correctly.
How many problems were there
in the test?
12
13. John sold brushes at $1.50 each
and received a commission of 3t)%
of his sales. How much did he
make on each brush sold?
13
14. A wooden building, valued at
$12,500 was insured for 8t)% of
its value. The rate of insurance
was 24 cents per $100. What was
the amount of the premium?
14
15. Mary’s father has a furniture
store. The list I)rice of a chair is
$50.00 and two discounts are
given, one of 20% and another of
10%. What did the chair cost
Mary’s father?
15
Sec. D. Score (number right)
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TEST 4. SEC. G TEST 4. SEC. H
These are problems in multiplication. Write These are problems in division. Write your
rour answers under the problems and also on answers above or to the right of the problems









7 0 6 ()
(() H S)4 5 5
486 (4)
x “ ()
9 5 6 4)4 2 4
()
X 40 (0)
— 5 0 0 22)8 9 3 2
.1
(7) >< 3 0 (°)
2 0 3 6 300)9000
0
x 208 (8) (7)











































5 x 30% of 30 20 of H of ( —— 20
Sec. G. Score (number righu Sec. H. Score (number right(
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Sec. E. Score (number right) —
Nouns Pronouns
TEST 5. SEC. D
Read the following sentence:
We walk in the park almost every afternoon and watch other small children feed doves
which perch on their shoulders.
Classify the words in the above sentence according to parts of speech and list them in the column below.
Verbs Adjectives Adverhs Conjunctions Prepositions





























TEST 5. SEC. F





Test of Mental Maturity
Devised by
ELIZABETH T. SULLIVAN, WILLIS W. CLARK, AND ERNEST W. TIEGS
INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES:
This is a test of mental maturity. In taking it you will show how well you understand
relationships and what you do when you face new problems. No one is expected to
do the whole test correctly, but you should answer as many items as you can. Work
as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
UBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU— 5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD — LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
RANCH OFFICES: MADISON, WISC.; NEW CUMBERLAND, PA. — COPYRIGHT 1950 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU — PRINTED IN U. S. A.
DIRECTIONS: Read each group of statements below and the conclusions which follow.
Then mark as you are told the number of each answer you have decided
is correct.
TEST 4
E. All four-footed creatures are
animals.
All horses are four-footed.
Therefore
1 Creatures other than horses
can walk
2 All horses can walk
All horses are animals
for his
51. Mr. X is an aviator.
Mr. X is scoutmaster
home town.
Therefore
1 Aviators make good scoutmas
ters
2 One aviator is a scoutmaster
Scoutmasters make good
aviators
2. Three boys are on a mountain
trail.
Dick is farther tfl) the trail than
Dan.
frank is farther up than Rick.
Which boy is in the middle











1 No human being is dependable
2 No automobile drivers are ex
empt from accidents







54. If he remains with his friend he
will suffer loss, and if he leaves
his friend he will stiffer loss.
But, he mtist remain with his
friend or leave him.
Therefore
1 He should remain with his
friend
2 It takes courage to leave a
friend
He will suffer loss
55. All squares have four equal sides.
This fimure does not have four
equal Si(ICS.
Tb erefore
1 is a circle
2 It is not a square
It is either a triangle or a rec
tangle
56. lIe is either foreign—born or a
native.
But, he is not foreign—born.
Iherefore
1 He is a voter
2 He is a native
He is a soldier
57. Pine Street is parallel to River
1) rive.






Pine Street is east of River Drive
2 Cypress Street crosses Pine Street
Pine Street is parallel to Cy
press Street 57
























X. 12 . 14 15 . 18
(In Sample X the correct answer is C, p X
meaning 13, 16, 17.)
b7, 13, 16 c5, 13, 16
e5, 16, 18 —76
b4, 16, 37 c3, 15, 48
e6, 24, 64 —77
b 31, 22, 9 c 30, 23, 9
e31, 23, 8 —78
39, 61 C 17, 38, 60
e17,39,51 —79
33, 23 c 57, 33, 1
e 57, 33, 19 —80
Test 5 Score
(number tight)
DIRECTIONS: In each row of numbers below, there is one that does not belong. Find
the number that should be omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the right, and mark its letter as you are told. When you have
finished as many as you can from 66 to 75, read the Directions in the mid
dle of ihe page and proceed with rows 76 to 80.
TEST 5.
F. 2 4 6 8 9 10 12 14 a6 b9 dO d12 e14 —F
56). 14 12 10 $ 7 6 4 a14 b12 dO d$ e7
57). 19 16 13 11 10 7 4 a13 bil dO d7 e4 67
58). 1 5 9 13 15 17 a5 b13 c9 d5 el
59). 4 5 7 8 10 11 12 13 a7 b$ cli d12 e13 —69
70). 2 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 a2 b4 c9 dlO e13 —70
1). 0 7 14 19 24 27 29 30 31 a29 b27 c24 d14 eO —71
2). 20 17 15 14 11 9 8 7 5 3 2 ai7 b14 c9 d7 e5
73), 21 20 18 15 14 12 10 9 8 6 3 a21 bUD c9 d8 e6 —73
74), 2 3 5 8 12 17 22 23 30 a3 b8 d12 d17 e22 —74
75), 20 18 19 17 18 16 17 14 15 16 a20 big ‘c17 d14 e16 —75
DIRECTIONS: Go right on with the following until told to stop. In each row of num
bers below, the numbers grow larger or smaller in a regular series of
V whole numbers. Decide what numbers are missing, find them among the
answers on the right, and mark the letter of your choice for the correct
answer.
1 4 10
a 13, 15, 16 b 13, 15, 17 C 13, 16, 17
d14, 16, 17 e15, 16, 18
19 a5, 11, 18
d7, 11, 18
7). 2 8 32 a 7, 13, 33
d4, 16, 64
8). 44 37 16 2 a30, 22,8
d30, 21, 9
9). 6 28 50 72 a 16, 38, 60 b 16,
d 11, 39, 61
D). 83 70 44 5 a57, 31,18 b53,




88. A ball team played 25 games and won 7 games more than it a 7
lost. how many games did it win? b 9
c 16
d 18
89. How many sheets of paper 7 inches by 10 inches can you ctit a 3
from a sheet of paper 21 inches 1w 30 inches? b 6
c9
d34
90. At 10 cents a foot, what is the cost of enough molding to go a $3.10
around the ceiling of a room 15 feet wide by 16 feet long? b $6.20
C $31.00
d $24.00 —90




92. II a 5 inch cube of ice weighs 4.4 pounds, how many pounds a 212%
will a 10 inch cube weigh? b 8%
c 34
d50
93. What is the number which if multiplied by 2 is 4 less than a 6
3 times 6? b7
c 14
. d8 —93
94. Jim says his age is ¼ of his uncle’s, and that their ages to- a 10
gether total 40 years. how many years difference is there b 20
. , . , c24between Jim s and his uncle s age
d 30 —94
5. A tank is fed by two pipes, one of which can fill it in 2 hours, a 2
and the other in 3 hours. A third I)ipe can empty it in 1 hour. b 4
c5
CrIf the tank is full and all three pil)es are opened and operatin
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Intermediate Battery
Forms A, B, and C
Grades 7, 8, and 9
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS
PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS—INTERMEDIATE BATTERY
Devised by Ernest W. Tiegs and Willis W. Clark
Note: This Manual contains directions for giving and hand scoring the Intermediate Battery, Progressive Achievement Tests,
the Reading test, the Arithmetic test, and the Language test. When separate tests are given, directions may be found on
the following pages: Reading, page 3; Arithmetic, page 4; and Language, page 4.
Machine scoring: A special set of directions for giving the above tests is furnished when they are to be machine scored.
This is a diagnostic-survey group test in the funda
1 mental skills, designed to measure the extent of pupilmastery in reading vocabulary, reading comprehension,
,
arithmetic reasoning, arithmetic fundamentals, and
language in grades seven, eight, and nine. These five
major areas are differentiated into twenty-one sub
areas to provide a diagnostic analysis of functional
elements in learning in order that learning difficulties
may be revealed and serve as the basis of remedial
and constructive educational guidance on the part
of the teacher.
8 Some of the significant features of the test are asfollows:
13 1. It is organized to test abilities and skills whichin themselves constitute major objectives in these
grades and which, in addition, are of significant13 importance as the tools of further learning.
2. The items included in this test were selected and13 developed on the basis of careful studies of the
objectives of the curricula of these grades in mod-
15 em educational systems.
3. It provides a profile which reveals graphically the
20 pupil’s achievement for his grade placement with
out any computation on the part of the teacher.
4. It provides a diagnostic analysis of over one-
_____
hundred essential functional elements which may
be responsible for learning difficulties.
5. In addition to its diagnostic features for the guid
ance of learning, it provides the normative in
formation usually furnished by survey or inven
tory tests; results may be used to determine the
success with which classes, schools, and school
systems (as well as individual pupils) are attain
ing the objectives of the curriculum.
6. Because of the wide range of ability and achieve
ment represented in most grade groups, it pro
vides for measurement several grades below and
above the particular group being tested.
7. It is organized and developed to be of immediate
assistance to teachers. The mere tabulation of
data provides a graphic evaluation and identifies
specific difficulties.




II. NATURE Of TUE TESTS
III. DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING
HAND SCORED EDITION
IV. DIRECTIONS FOR HAND SCORING .





X. GRADE PLACEMENT AND AGE NORMS
THE AUTHORS
ERNEST W. TIEGS, Ph.D. (Minnesota). Editor-in-Chief,
California Test Bureau. Formerly: Dean of University Col—
[ege and Professor of Education, The University of Southern
California; Assistant to the Superintendent of Schools,
dinneapolis, Minnesota. Author of such works as Tests and
Jeasurements for Teachers, Tests and Measurements in the
[mprovment of Learning; co-author of California Test of
flental Maturity, and California Test of Personality.
WILLIS V. CLARK, Ed.]). (Southern California). Director
)f Research and Technical Services, California Test Bureau.
l’ormerly: Director of Research and Guidance, Los Angeles
County Schools; Assistant Director of Research and Guidance,
Cos Angeles City Schools. Author and co-author of numer
ms research studies and such standardized tests as Ingraham
Clark Diagnostic Reading Tests, Los Angeles Diagnostic Tests,
California Test of lIentaI Maturity, California Test of Per
;onality, and Mental Health Analysis.
Copyright, 1934, 1937, 1943, by California Test Bureau. Copyright under International Copyright Union. All Rights Reserved under Pan-American Copyright Union. Published by California Test Bureau, 5916 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. Printed in U. S. A.
Branch Shipping Offices — 110 South Dickinson Street, Madison, Wisconsin
206 Bridge Street. New Cumberiand, Pennsylvania
Section D. Parts of Speech. This section provides
twenty words which are to be classified as to parts
of speech.
Diagnostic aids for language difficulties are pre
sented on-page 12.
Section E. Spelling. Thirty carefully selected words
are used. Spelling is included in Language because
of its use as a means of written expression.
Diagnostic aids for spelling difficulties are presented
on page 12. Spelling norms are presented on page 5.
Section F. Handwriting. A standardized handwrit
ing scale is provided in the Manual of Directions to
enable the examiner to estimate the quality of the
handwriting of each pupil as shown in his spelling test.
The first few words of the spelling test have been se
lected for this purpose as the handwriting of pupils
and the spelling situations are typical of their customary
style of writing. These words are so easily spelled that
there are practically no confusing factors involved
in the situation. Diagnostic aids for handwriting
difficulties are presented on page 12. Norms are pre
sented on page 13.
Conclusions
The tests in this battery are primarily diagnostic,
on the conviction that the fundamental skills of reading,
arithmetic, and language are essential to progress in
other types of learning. The twenty-one sub-tests of the
test battery will reveal pupils’ strengths and weak
nesses in many of these specific fundament4ls.
The Diagnostic Analysis of Learning Difficulties will
suggest to the teacher desirable remedial and constmc
tive activities; thus the pupil will be enabled through
teacher guidance to improve his ability to learn and
progress. Giving due consideration to the curricular
objectives for her particular group, the teacher should
be sure that each pupil masters these tools of further
learning to the limit of his capacity.
III. Diaicriorcs voa GIvn’rG HAND SCORED EDmo
The tests in this battery are primarily diagnostic
even though they reveal the grade placement and per
centile rank of pupils as well. The intention is to
secure as accurate an indication as possible of each
pupil’s abilities and difficulties in the skills tested,
with an emphasis on comprehension and ability rather
than on speed.
The following time allotments are given to assist
administrators desiring a definite schedule:
Test 1 12 minutes -
Test 2 38 minutes -
Test 3 ..... 30 minutes
Test 4 44 minutes
Test 5 26 minutes
TOTAL TIME 150 minutes
(2 hrs. 30 win.)
Careful study of tryouts indicates that most pupils
can respond to the test situations and indicate their
skill mastery within these time limits; hence the test
remains a power rather than speed test, and the “no
time limit” norms remain valid. In many instances,
classes of advanced or bright pupils will have com
pleted a test section in less than the specified time.
A special set of directions is furnished for giving these
tests when they are to be machine scored.
In such instances the examiner should proceed with
the next succeeding test without waiting for the
specified time to elapse. Time should not, of course,
be counted until pupils begin the actual test in each
case.
It is desirable that pupils shall understand clearly
the manner in which they are expected to indicate
their responses. However, the examiner should remem
ber that a testing rather than a teaching situation is
desired and that the correct response should in no way
be indicated except in practice exercises. Pupils should
have soft lead pencils.
Directions to be given pupih are in black type.
The test should be given with rest intervals between
the three subjects: reading, arithmetic, and language.
After identifying data are recorded on the front
page state: Open up your booklet and fold back
the page like this. (Demonstrate and be sure that
pupils have the same test.)
READING
TEST I, Sic. A. (Suggested time limit, 3 minutes.)
Read the directions. Underline the word which
means the opposite or about the opposite of the
first word. Write its number on the line to the right
See the first word, large? Look at the four words
on the same line. Which is the opposite? Yes, small.
Notice that small is underlined and that its number
2 is written on the line to the right. (Illustrate if
necessary.) Be sure pupils understand the directions.
Now do all the others that you can from 1 to
22. Be sure to write the number on the line to the
right. Ready, begin. (Circulate among the pupils
to make sure they are following directions and
putting the answers on the line to the right.)
When 90% of the class have finished, say: Now
look at the column to the right.
TEST 1, Sic. B. (Suggested time limit, 3 minutes.)
Do these in the same manner. Do as many of
these as you can from 1 to 23.
When 90% of the class have finished, say: Now
turn to the next page.
TEST 1, Sic. C. (Suggested time limit, 3 minutes.)
Do the first column in the same manner.
When 90% of the class have finished, say: Now,
look at the column to the right.
TEST 1, Sic. D. (Suggested time limit, 3 minutes.)
Do these in the same manner.
When 90% of the class have finished, say: Now
turn to the next page.
TEST 2, Sic. I. (Suggested time limit, 8 minutes.)
Read the directions and do exactly as they say
from 1 to 10.
When 90% of the class have finished, say: Now
turn to the next page.
TEST 2, SEc. F. (Suggested time limit, 5 minutes.)
Read the instructions and answer the questions.
When 90% of the class have finished, say: Now
turn to the next page.
—3—
5. If two or more answers are given count the a. Compare the quality and legibility of pupil’.item wrong, unless the pupil has attempted to erase writing of first five spelling words withcross out the incorrect answer. the samples.
b. Ignore misspelling in scoring handwriting.6. Credit correct underlined answers even . .,though the answer is not written on the line to c. H it appears that the pupils writing ii
the right, except in Test 2, Sec. E. inferior or superior to samples given, In
termediate scores of 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and7. In using the handwriting scale: 15 may be assigned.
SPELLING TEST
FORM A
1. grocery I will go to the GROCERY store. grocery2. doubt They DOUBT his story. doubt
3. concert Did you like the music at the CONCERT? concert
4. assist Will you ASSIST the teacher? assist5. listened They LISTENED to the instructions, listened6. often We go to the park OFTEN, often
7. society He joined a literary SOCiETY, society8. whistle The policeman blew his WHISTLE, whistle
9. motion The MOTION of the trees is beautiful. motion10. elephant An ELEPHANT is a very large animal, elephant11. century A CENTURY is a hundred years. century12. supply Our SUPPLY of food is low, supply13. Investigate The police will INVESTIGATE. investigate14. examination She passed the EXAMINATION, examination15. Improvement A great IMPROVEMENT has been made. improvement16. career She has chosen a CAREER, career17. mysterious The visitor was a MYSTERIOUS person. mysteriou,1$. association He joined the ASSOCIATION, association19. column Add the COLUMN of figures. column20. cereal Mary ate CEREAL every morning, cereal21. individual Each person had an INDiVIDUAl. cup. individual22. scissors We cut cloth with SCISSORS, scissors23. yacht The YACHT sailed smoothly over the ocean. , yacht24. session Congress was in SESSION a few months, session25. evidence New EVIDENCE was presented by the lawyer. evidence26. prairie The PRAIRIE grass Is dry, prairie27. mosquito A MOSQUiTO bit him. mosquito28. apparent It was APPARENT that he had not studied. apparent29. campaign The CAMPAIGN was well managed. campaign30. magnificent It is a MAGNIFICENT spectacle, magnificent
INTERMEDIATE SPELLING TEST NORMS
Grade Grade Grade Grade GradePlacement No. Right Placement No. Right Placement No. Right Placement No. Right Placement No. RIgh*
3.5 1 5.5 7 6.8 13 8.0 19 9.2 254.0 2 5.8 $ 7.0 14 8.2 20 9.6 284.5 3 6.0 9 7.2 15 8.4 21 10.0 274.8 4 6.2 10 7.4 16 8.6 23 10.5 285.0 5 6.4 11 7.6 17 8.8 23 11.0 2953 6 6.6 12 7.8 18 9.0 24 11.5+ 30
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— Basic vocabulary 1-fl
3. Arithmetic Reasoning
A. NUMBER CONCEPT:
Writing numbers — 1-5
—Writing money .. 6
Writing per cent 7







8. SYMBOLS AND RULES:
Symbols .. _1, Z 6-10
Vocabulary _.._...._._...3-5
— Rules ._. 11-15
C. NUMBERS AND EQUATIONS:




















Parts of book i-S
Use of table of
contents







Zeros ._.__ 2, 5, 8
Column addition ...._..4-6


































C. WORDS AND SENTENCES:





Recognizing sentences _1 1-20
Selecting topic or
central idea _.J, 1, 15
Understanding directly
stated facts 2, 3, 4, 7, 9,
12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20
















Zeros in multiplicand ...3, , 7





Mutt. num. and denom. .__iJO
Fractions and mixed
numbers
Fractions and decimals .. I?
Pointing off decimals _JS, 19












Pointing off decimals •..•.J7_7
Fractional ports 20
B. The Diagnostic Analysis of Learning Difficulties
If the diagnostic profile of a test indicates that a pupil is making normal progress in all fields the teacher will have no use for the following diagnostic analysis. However, where the diagnostic profile shows achievement below a desirable standard in one or more major fields, the following device, which appears somewhereon every copy of these achievement tests, will assist in identifying and analyzing the specific causes of difficultyas a basis for remedial instruction.
The numerals and capital letters in the diagnostic analysis correspond to the sections of the testsimilarly marked. For example, if the diagnostic profile shows unsatisfactory achievement in Test 4, Sec. E(addition in arithmetic fundamentals), an inspection of the unsatisfactory responses in this section of the test(by number) will reveal whether or not remedial instruction is needed in carrying, use of zeros, reducing to common denominators, and the like. These topics are then checked by the teacher as the basis for remedial work.
Once an adequate diagnosis has been made, remedial instruction is frequently a simple matter. However,teachers have in the past found the clerical work incident to following each individual pupil a heavy burden. Such





First ward of sentence _1.2
Names of persons 4, 8
Names of places 4, 7
Days of week and
months ___________3, 6, 8
Abbreviations for monthz..__3
Title of book 5
First word of quotation ._._.._9
—Over-capitalization













Class and School Medians
complishment is two-thirds of a year below norm.
4. Master Diagnostic Analysis. Where each
school in a school system uses the Diagnostic
Analysis (presented and illustrated on page 9) to
tabulate in one report the errors made by all pupils
taking each test, such tabulations may be com
bined to make a Diagnostic Analysis for each grade
or for the school system as a whole. Such informa
tion serves as the basis for more efficient super
vision and administration.
a. Supervisors and directors may plan their
schedules so as to aid schools and grades
which really need assistance.
b. Principals and supervisors may help teach
ers who need assistance.
c. Curriculum departments may revise cur
ricula on the basis of actual needs.
d. City, county, or community-wide error tabu
lations frequently reveal the desirability of
changes in textbooks, materials, or teach
ing procedures.
e. Assignment officers can place teachers
where they can work to best advantage.
E. Diagnosis in Specific Areas
Some misunderstanding has persisted regarding
the relation of testing and teaching. Testing, some
still allege, is atomistic, fragmentary, and more or
less antagonistic to the normal psychological ap
proach used in teaching; testing is charged with
being mechanistic while teaching is said to be
functional. In addition, teaching is said to recog
nize the wholeness or unity of the learner.
However, this viewpoint is erroneous. Both
teaching and testing may be either mechanistic or
functional. just as the identification and treatment
of a specific sprained ankle, of high blood pressure,
or of defective vision adds to the functional well
being of the organism, so the identification and
treatment of specific learning difficulties may con
tribute to the functional nature and effectiveness
of learning.
Further suggestions for specific diagnosis in the
areas covered by these achievement tests follow.
Diagnosis in Reading. Among the basic factors
responsible for difficulties in reading are the fol
lowing:




5. Social and environmental inadequacies
Evidences of mental or physiological ir*maturity
indicate a need for reclassification; visual and
auditory defects may be eliminated or relieved.
Such factors lead to difficulties in distinguishing
between gross and slight differences in word forms,
initial or ending sounds, type faces, and the like
as identified in the first exercises of this test.
Other difficulties may be:
1. Inability to recognize words; too limited
a vocabulary
2. Lack of skill in adding new words to
writing or speaking vocabulary
3. Inability to comprehend or follow directions
4. Inability to generalize; to relate specific
facts to central theme or idea; to make
inferences
5. Lack of skill in locating necessary infor
mation by knowing parts of books, locating
topic sentences, etc.
Reading is a complex process, but for practical
purposes tests must be limited in length. Thus
teachers are aided in identifying only the most im
portant causes of difficulty. However, once iden
tified, the pupil’s needs are known, and the teacher’s
task is clarified.
Diagnosis in Arithmetic. The number of combi
nations and processes to be mastered in arithmetic
during any given period is limited. Although lack
of adequate mental maturity is sometimes a factor,
usually the most significant obstacle to progress is
failure on the part of the teacher to identify the un
mastered elements, and to assist pupils in making
lists of their specific needs as a guide to intelligent
study. When both teachers and pupils know exactly
what is to be done, all of the varied resources of
Intelilgence
centile intelligence Grade Reading Reading Arithmetic Arithmetic
Rank Quotient Placement Vocabulary Comprehension Reasoning Fundamentals Language Total
99 114 + .94 + .94 + .90 + .93 +1.08 + .93 + .96
95 110 + .74 + .72 + .81 + .60 + .85 + .76 + .75
90 108 + .61 + .46 + .62 + .42 + .70 + .56 + .55
20 105 + .37 + .30 + .38 + .29 + .43 + .35 + .35
70 103 + .26 + .20 + .18 + .18 + .27 + .21 + .21
60 101 + .13 + .10 + .08 + .09 + .13 + .10 + .10
50 100 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
40 98 —.10 —.09 —.16 —.17 —.07 —.12 —.16
30 96 —.18 —.16 —.29 —.34 —20 —.21 —.24
20 94 —.27 —.33 —.40 —.59 —.39 —.34 —.33
10 89 — .50 — .53 — .60 — .87 — .57 — .54 — .62
5 85 — .60 — .62 — .79 —1.02 — .70 .67 — .76
1 75 — .88 —1.38 —1.83 —2.52 — .79 —1.36 —1.55
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sight, and provide remedial exercises for improve
ment.
Conclusion. The Analysis of Learning Difficul
ties appearing in or on each test booklet is designed
to provide a check list ofthe most important ele
mnts in the mastery of the basic skills. The teach
er may thus fit instruction to the particular needs
of the pupils.
VI. RELIABILITY
The coefficients of reliability of the tests which
have been computed on the basis of a correlation
of scores for Form A with form B for a two-grade
range are given below:
Because of the limited number of items (10 to 30)
the nineteen sub-scores should be regarded as in
dicative of difficulty areas only; they are useful pri
marily in identifying points at which careful study
of specific responses should be made and in differ
entiating the profile which otherwise would consist
of but five points.
VII. VALmny
These standardized achievement tests possess a
high degree of validity. The content is based on
some of tht most tangible and most easily iden
tified objectives of the curriculum, hence the se
lection of items on which validity depends is
simplified. Whereas curricula and curricular oh
ectives in science or social studies may differ
widely in different geographical areas, the funda
mental skills or tools of learning are relatively
similar and universal.
The fact that a particular community con
sciously or inadvertently develops a course of study
in these learning skills significantly out of line with
relatively general practice does not reduce the
validity of this test; the test still measures the
mastery of these skills in terms of the grade place
ments or percentiles achieved by the population
ised in validating this test. However, such a
situation would require a more careful interpre
ation of the scores obtained by the particular
:ommunity involved.
The selection of the items of the original edition
as based on careful study of the curriculum
bjectives of the progressive city and state courses
)f study. The tests were tried out in widely sep
trated geographical areas in the United States.
The 1937 Edition was based on tests given to over
iOO,000 pupils in schools similarly located. The
943 Edition is also based on recent and extensive
lata.
Many studies have been made of individual items
inder a varie’y of conditions; with few exceptions
the value of such items has been vindicated and
they have been retained. A few items have been
dropped and new items validated.
A number of studies have been made of the
reliability of differences between succeeding grade
medians. The Educational Records Bureau has
published a report indicating that regardless of the
test used where batteries overlap, these achieve
ment tests produce approximately the same grade
placements for the same students.
VIII. NoRMS
1. Meaning. There has been much misunder
standing and misuse of norms in the past. Norms
should not be regarded as rigid standards to be
attained by all school groups under all circumstan
ces. Instead, they should be regarded as relatively
stable points of reference to be used in interpreting
the results of testing in a particular school or com
munity.
Norms are but the typical performance of large
unselected groups of similar children on test items
which have been carefully selected and validated,
and which represent general practice with respect
to these specific objectives of the school curriculum.
When the obtained scores of a testing program of
a particular school or community depart signifi
cantly (above or below) from the test norms, it
means simply that these scores are above or below
the average scores of large unselected groups of
similar children. Such results do not necessarily
indicate superior or inferior school work. The test
ing program merely reveals the facts without in
terpreting them; interpretation is the function and
responsibility of the examiner.1
Differences in courses of study, materials of in
struction, time allotments, and conscious emphasis
on certain skill areas, as well as differences in the
quality of teaching and the intelligence of pupils
are among the factors which may account for devia
tions from test norms. Test norms should serve
as the point of departure both in investigating the
reasons for the obtained results and in determining
the desirability of possible modifications of the fac
tors which account for the obtained results.
2. Grade placement norms.2 In using the grade
placement norms the examiner simply locates the
particular score (for each of the five skill areas
separately, or for the test as a whole) she wishes
to transpose and then notes the corresponding
number in the grade placement column. Thus
if opposite a score of 62 in Reading Vocabulary
the examiner finds a 8.5 in the grade placement
column, it means reading vocabulary ability equal
to the average of pupils who have been five
months in the eighth grade. If the examiner finds
opposite 181-185 in the total score column a
1In this connection, the table on page 11 will be helpful.
2ee pages 19 and 20.
Reading Vocabulary - -
Reading Comprehension - -
Arithmetic Reasoning - - -
Arithmetic Fundamentals - -
Language — - - —
Total Score - - -
- - - - .915
- - — .893
- - - - .930
— — — — .952
- - - -.954
- - - - 374
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PERCENTILE NORMS—INTERMEDIATE BATTERY
IX. Tun USE AND INTEXPRETATION Of PERcENTILE Noiusss
Grade or age norms make possible the inter
pretation of a pupil’s score by relating it to the
average (median) achievement of a large group of
pupils. Thus, a pupil receiving a 4.5 grade place
ment in any subject has done as well as the average
of pupils half-way through the fourth grade. How
ever, if the pupil should be in the low third grade,
the teacher or counselor may be more interested in
knowing just how competent the pupil is in com
parison with typical pupils of the same grade.
Percentile norms provide for the comparison of
pupils in relation to others of their own grade
group. Thus, a low third grade pupil tested in
mid-term (“C” norms) and receiving a Reading
Vocabulary grade placement of 4.5 would have
a percentile rank of 90. This means that he
exceeds 90 per cent but is inferior to 10 per cent
of low third grade pupils. If a pupil in the same
grade had received a reading vocabulary grade
placement of 2.4, he would have a percentile rank
of 15. This means that he exceeds 15 per cent
but is inferior to 85 per cent of low third grade
pupils.
It is a more appropriate interpretation of test
data to think of low third grade pupils who have
obtained grade placements of 2.4 or 4.5, as pupils
having a 15 or a 90 percentile rank for the low
third grade, rather than that they are low second
or high fourth grade pupils in the third grade.
The Percentile Norms provided in this Manual
are based on data from over 25,000 of these achieve
ment tests given in many states throughout the
United States. It will be noted that the presenta
tion of grade placements for each half grade in
relationship to the various percentiles provides an
easy and meaningful plan for using these norms.
It will be seen that there are three sets of per
centiles for each half grade, except grade Low 1,
as follows:
A. For use when tests are given during the
first month of the term; i.e., when pupils
have an actual grade placement of —.0
or —.5.
B. For use when tests are given during the
last month of the term; i.e., when pupils
have an actual grade placement of —.4
or —.9.
C. For use when tests are given during the
three middle months of the terms; i.e.,
when pupils have an actual grade place
ment of —.1, .2, or .3, or —.6, .7, or .8.
(See pages 8-10, item 73.)
RELATION OF PERCENTILE NORMS TO STANDARD SCORES OR T-SCORES
The following table presents the relationship between percentile rank and T-scores:
PERCENTILE RANK:
STANDARD OR T-SCORE:
1 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60
27 34 37 40 42 43 45 47 50 53
70 75 80 85 90 95 00






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(Continued from page 20.)
Grade Reading Reading Total Arithmetic Arithmetic Total Total Grade Age in
Placement Vocabulary Comprehension Reading Reasoning Fundamentals Arithmetic Language Score Placement Months
9.5 70 .... 111 37 70 106—107 85 300—303 9.5 178
9.6 71 42 112 .... 71 108 86 304—306 9.6 179
9.7 72 .... 113 38 ... 109 87 307-309 9.7 180
9.8 73 43 114 .... 72 110—111 88 310—313 9.8 181
9.9 74 .... 115—116 39 73 112 89 314—317 9.9 182
10.0 75 44 117—118 . .... 113 90 318—321 10.0 183
10.1 76 .... 119 40 74 114 91 322—324 10.1 184—5
10.2 77 45 120 41 .... 115 92 325—327 10.2 186
10.3 78 .. 121—122 42 75 116 93 328—331 10.3 187
10.4 79 46 123 —. ... 117 94 332—334 10.4 188
10.5 80 47 124—125 43 .... 118 95 335-338 10.5 189
10.6 81 .... 126 44 76 119 96 339—341 10.6 190
10.7 82 48 127—128 .... .... 120 97 342—345 10.7 191
10.8 .... .... 129 45 77 121 98 346—348 10.8 192
10.9 83 49 130 46 .... 122 99 349—351 10.9 193—4
11.0 84—85 50 131—135 47 78 123—126 100—101 352—360 11.0 195
11.5 86 .... 136—137 48 79 127—128 102—103 361—368 11.5 200
12.0 87 51 138—139 49 80 129 104 369—372 12.0 206
12.5 88 .... 140 50 ... 130 105 373—375 12.5 212
13.0 83 52 141 51 .... 131 106 376—378 13.0 219
13.5 ... 53 142 52 — 132 107 379—381 13.5 226
14.0 90 54 143 53 .... 133 108 382—384 14.0 231
14.5 ... ... 144 54 ... 134 109 385—387 14.5 236
15.0 .... 55 145 55 .... 135 nO 388—390 15.0 241
Examiner’s Notes
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